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ABSTRACT

This report discusses an internship at the Historic New
Orleans Collection.

The objective of the internship was to

write a disaster plan that would instruct the staff to best
protect the visitors,

staff and collections in the event of

an emergency or natural disaster.

Approaches and

considerations in writing the disaster plan as well as the
plan itself are included in this report.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION
History

"Observe, study, and enjoy," said Kemper and Leila
Williams l as they developed the tenets for the organization
that would be known as the Historic New Orleans Collection
(HNOC) .

Serving in World War I and World War II, General

Lewis Kemper Williams
preservationist.

(1887-1971) was a civil leader and

The timber industry originally provided

the Williams' with their family fortune, and in 1938, Mr.
and Mrs. Williams bought two properties in the Vieux Carre,
527-533 Royal Street, to house the antique furniture and the
magnificent decorative art objects they had acquired.

The

purchase of these buildings was made on the recommendation
of Mr. Richard Koch, an architect and collector who
recognized the Merieult House of 1792 as one of the earliest
buildings to survive the 1794 fire in the French Quarter.

A

structure of the Spanish colonial period, it was in need of
great repair.

The Williams' also bought 718 Toulouse

street, abutting the Royal Street buildings.

The purchase

lAs quoted by Executive Director Jon Kukla in The Historic New
Orleans Collection Quarterly, Winter 1996, p.2.
The words
originated in the will of Leila Williams upon her death on December
13, 1966.
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of landmarks buildings marked the beginning of their
ambitious effort to acquire a quality collection of
historical Louisiana material.
The Williams' became a patron of Mr. Boyd Cruise, a
young artist working for Richard Koch.

As the Williams'

collection grew, Boyd Cruise became the first curator of the
collection, and upon Kemper Williams' death, the first
director of the Historic New Orleans Collection.
HNOC began with the commitment of Mr. and Mrs. Williams
to preserve their remarkable collection of art objects and
manuscripts.

It was their wish to keep their collection

intact and available for research and public viewing.

By

looking at the accession book, written by Mr. Cruise, one
can understand the development of the collection.

The first

items are undated as they were already acquired by the
Williams' before they formalized their concept of
collecting.

Between 1935-1945 there were twenty-eight

entries, but after moving in to the French Quarter, the
collection grew by the year.
Early collecting, prior to 1950, concentrated primarily
on visual art, paintings and prints, drawings and maps.
After 1950 the collection grew in areas that documented the
history of the New Orleans region.

Diaries, theatrical and

opera programs, magazines, menus and photographs are just a
few of the objects noted in the early accession book.

By
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the time the Williams' solidified their plans for the
disposition of the collection, it had grown to incorporate
materials that gave an overview of the social, political,
economlC and cultural life in New Orleans and Louisiana from
colonial times to the contemporary period.
The Historic New Orleans Collection was established in
1966 and opened to the public in 1970 when it became a
public museum and research center.

Currently the collection

is housed in a complex of nine historic buildings located in
the French Quarter and has been accredited by the American
Association of Museums since 1978.

The Collections

The Collection covers many fields of research including
colonial Louisiana, the Battle of New Orleans, Mississippi
River life, the Civil War, plantations, Louisiana art and
architecture, the French Quarter and Mardi Gras.

Louisiana

artist files contain entries on twenty thousand (20,000)

art

organizations and artists working in New Orleans and
Louisiana in the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries.

Overall,

the research collections contain fourteen thousand (14,000)
volumes, nine thousand (9,000) pamphlets,
seven hundred (5,700)

five thousand

linear feet of documents and

manuscripts, and extensive microfilm collection.

Curatorial
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collections include three hundred thousand (300,000)
photographs, prints, drawings and paintings.
Important two dimensional art work collections include
the Boyd Cruise collection, Morris Henry Hobbs etchings and
drawings,

the Clarence John Laughlin Photographic

Collection, and the Alfred Waud Drawings Collection.
Galleries include the Louisiana Purchase Gallery, the Battle
of New Orleans Gallery, French and Spanish Colonial
Galleries, the Empire Gallery, the Victorian Gallery,
Decorative Arts and Plantation Galleries, the River
Galleries, and the Louisiana History Galleries.
Other collections include the Williams Residence, which
houses much of HNOC's decorative arts collection.

The

furnishings and decor remain as they were in the 1940's and
50's when the Williams' resided there,

focusing on Chinese

porcelain and 18th and 19th century furniture.

The

performing arts collection, sheet music collection, the
William Russell Jazz Collection, German community records,
and land surveys from the Vieux Carre and historic New
Orleans cemeteries are part of the 25 selected collections
within HNOC.
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The Mission

Overall, the mission of HNOC embraces the preservation
of the extensive collection as well as the historic
buildings, research facilities, museums, and the Williams
residence.

Beyond preservation, HNOC exists to help

residents and visitors understand the important contribution
the city of New Orleans and the state of Louisiana have made
to American history.

More specifically, the Collection has

three purposes: "acquiring and preserving materials
documenting the history and culture of New Orleans and
Louisiana; promoting the study and appreciation of this
history and its context through research, exhibitions, and
publications; and maintaining the French Quarter residence
of the Collection's founders as a house museum."z
To facilitate this mission, HNOC is open Tuesday
through Saturday, 10:00-4:45, admission is free.

Tours of

the history galleries and the Williams residence occur four
times a day for a $2 admission.
well trained,

Tours are conducted by

knowledgeable and entertaining docents.

The

Williams Research Center offers reading room facilities for
researchers and a experienced staff to assist with locating
items of interest.
ZGuide to Research at the Historic New Orleans Collection,
forward by Director Jon Kukla, no date, p. 1.
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Benefiting an audience of seven thousand eight
hundred (7,800)

researchers, with six thousand (6,000)

tours, and thirty thousand (30,000) visitors a year, The
Historic New Orleans Collection provides an invaluable
service to a host of scholars and art appreciators alike.

Management structure

This nonprofit organization has a five

(5)member Board

of Directors and is operated by the Kemper and Leila
Williams Foundation, a Louisiana nonprofit corporation.
Historic New Orleans Collection employs forty

(40)

The

full-time

staff members and fifteen (15) part-time assistants.

The Board

The governing body of the organization is the Board of
Directors in which the President of the Board has the
highest authority.

The Executive Director instructs his

staff to implement the decisions made by the Board.

A five

member board is a small number of board members considering
the size of the staff and the magnitude of the collection.
The Chief Financial Officer, a member of the Board of
Directors, actively holds an office in one of the buildings
of HNOC.

While this is a right of the foundation,

it is
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unusual to have a board member also employed as a staff
member.

In an institution that raises public funds,

arrangement would not be an option.

this

Responsibilities for

boards in traditional models include the establishment of a
fiscal policy and boundaries with budgets and financial
controls.

Employing a board member as a financial analyst

could produce potential problems in a checks and balances
system.

Thomas Wolf writes,

"Trustees should not engage in

the day-to-day operation of the organization."3

It should

be noted that this is taken from a model where public
funding is necessary.

There is no hint of questionable

activity concerning this issue at the Historic New Orleans
Collection.
HNOC board members are appointed for life.

This too

breaks the model for nonprofit organization management.
suggested board service policy is three years.

A

This helps

eliminate stagnation in decision making and the development
of planning for the organization.

A three year policy also

helps to insure that weak board members will be replaced by
enthusiastic ones.

For HNOC,

stipulated by Kemper Williams.
asked to fundraise,
essential.

lifetime service was
HNOC board members are not

therefore, board turnover is not

HNOC board members are very committed to the

3 Thomas Wolf, Managing a Nonprofit Organization, New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1990, p. 30.
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culture of the Historic New Orleans Collection.

Gen.

Williams also stipulated that one board member must be an
employee of the First National Bank of Commerce and one from
a particular law firm.

Of course, this board member may not

serve for life if he changes employment.
Typically, the Board meets twice a month.

The first

meeting is a business meeting where all financial activities
are discussed and decided upon.

Foundation investments and

the allocation of funds for specific projects will be
reviewed and adopted at this meeting.

The second meeting is

dedicated to acquisitions.
The acquisitions committee meets prior to the second
board meeting to agree on objects of sale and gift that
would benefit the collection.

The committee consists of

nine members: the President of the Board, the Vice-President
of the Board, the Executive Director, Collections Manager,
Program Director, Manuscripts Curator, a curator, a
registrar, and a librarian.

This is a large acquisitions

committee for a five member board and a forty member staff
and is very closely held.

The large number of donations and

appropriate objects at auction precipitate the need for a
large committee and the monthly acquisitions meetings.
Board has the final decision regarding acquisitions.

The
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The Staff and the Departments

The Executive Director, presently, Dr. Jon Kukla,
supervises the eleven department heads, including an
Assistant Director, a Security and Financial Officer, a
Program Director, a Collections Manager, a Manuscripts
Curator, a Systems Director, Head Librarian, the Docent
Supervisor, a Public Relations Director, Publications
Director, and Shop Manager.
Responsibilities for personnel are divided by the
Assistant Director and the Security and Financial Officer.
The Program Director oversees the education department and
curatorial responsibilities.

The Collections Manager works

with the registrars and preparators.

Supervising the

Williams Research Center is the responsibility of the
Manuscripts Curator.

The Systems Director maintains the

extensive and state-of-the-art computer accessioning
systems, networked programs, and is responsible for
supervising the backups necessary to maintain the system.
Training and directing over a dozen volunteers that
work in the galleries and provide tours through the
residence and history galleries is managed by the Docent
Supervisor.

Although this number may be small for

organization standards, the docents at HNOC are efficient
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and able to fully assist the number of visitors that desire
tours.

Public relations is overseen by the Public Relations

Director who provides information to all media venues.

She

also collects all media in which the Collection has been
reviewed which serves to document all coverage received for
HNOC.
HNOC has an important publications department, headed
by the Publications Director, as staff members of HNOC have
authored many books and articles.

Preservation guides,

research guides, books, exhibition catalogues and a
periodical are all organized and maintained by the
publications department.

HNOC is currently hiring a new

head librarian to supervise the library and reading room.
An active Acquisitions Committee is regularly
accepting donations and purchasing works of art.

As the

collection is constantly growing, every quarterly newsletter
contains a feature article describing a few of the recent
acquisitions.

Each year the Collection adds thousands of

items to its holdings by donation or purchase.
The HNOC gift shop, called "The Shop", is located next
door to the Williams Gallery on Royal Street.

The Shop

sells items that reflect the history and culture of New
Orleans and the Gulf South region.

Antique jewelry,

reproductions of antique artifacts, porcelain, linens,
vintage postcards, Mardi Gras memorabilia, HNOC publications
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and 500 other books are included in the inventory.

Proceeds

from sales at the museum shop support the programs of HNOC
and the Williams Research Center (410 Chartres Street).

The

Shop is run by a museum shop manager and two part time staff
members.

Management Style

The overall management style of HNOC,
Executive Director,

led by the

is respectful and somewhat informal.

There are well-attended staff meetings where the Director
makes general announcements and presentations are given by
various staff members concerning departmental projects and
events.

Due to the size of the collection, Dr. Kukla

empowers his staff to make decisions regarding their
department.

All significant decisions that affect HNOC as

an organization are approved by the director, but he
encourages his staff to come into his office without an
appointment whenever they need to.

In regard to leadership

personality types, Dr. Kukla, has the characteristics for
what is termed a "persuader".4

This type of leader will

4 There are four personality types in an organization:
the
director (bossy toward others), the persuader (the communicator),
the analyzer (slow to make decisions) and the supporter (quiet,
good work for the organization). Taken from Dr. Sandra Hartman's
Organizational Politics class at UNO, 1996 and an analysis from
Midwest Human Resource Systems, Columbus, Ohio, 1986.
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often asks what other people on his staff think before he
makes a decision.

As defined by this type Dr. Kukla shows

enthusiasm, talks easily and motivates others.

His demeanor

is reflected in how the staff treats each other.

I did not

meet one staff member in HNOC who could not talk easily!
The management style of HNOC allows staff members the
freedom to contact each other without going through their
own department heads and the department heads of the staff
members they are attempting to contact (which would indicate
this organization does not employ a formal management style
as this type of formal channel does not exist).

Staff

members are also encouraged to participate in regional and
national conferences and conventions.

Accolades for the

accomplishments of the staff are always published in HNOC's
quarterly periodical.
The management style employed at HNOC is both
appropriate and successful.

During the course of my

internship, I had to chance to talk at some length with
nearly twenty of the staff and volunteers and did not
encounter one situation where the person was unhappy at
work.

That is an important, albeit unusual, accomplishment.

It is proven that respect breeds respect at HNOC.
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Programs

On average,

the Williams Gallery shows three

exhibitions a year.

Gallery talks and seminars are

incorporated into the subject matter of the exhibition.
Symposiums are offered to the community, inviting people to
hear world-renowned historians converse about topics
relevant to the current exhibit,

free of charge.

of HNOC are very active in the community.

The staff

The curators of

the exhibitions, usually staff members, are interviewed by
radio, written media and television.

Curators also serve on

discussion panels, present papers, give talks to education
councils and book clubs, and participate in New Orleans
tours.
Staff members are active in programs, conferences and
conventions held by national associations including American
Historical Association and History News Service, Publishers
Association of the South,

P~erica

Society of Media

Photographers, and American Association of Museums.

Many

staff members also serve on boards such as Louisiana
Historical Association, Southeastern Museums Conference, and
Friends of the New Orleans Public Library.

The list of

national and regional associations' annual meetings and
workshops attended by HNOC staff is too numerous to list in
this paper.
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The Historic New Orleans Collection also participates
in the annual Tennessee Williams/New Orleans Literary
Festival where in 1996 the Collection used the Counting
House to host the Master Classes and held a reception for
Festival participants.

This year HNOC cosponsored "Devoted

to the American West: The Century of Bernard DeVoto,

1897-

1997" with the Eisenhower Center for American Studies at the
University of New Orleans.
HNOC,

in cooperation with the Louisiana Historical

Association,

annually award the General L. Kemper Williams

Prizes in Louisiana History to the best published work and
the best manuscript in Louisiana history.

Another award,

the Williams Research Fellowship, is given to post-doctoral
and dissertation projects.
The docent program is a very important program at HNOC.
Docents give tours in the history galleries and Williams
Residence and are also available in the Williams Gallery.
They are active in maintaining the sites such as reporting
any objects or building fixtures that need attention.
the public, they are the life of the organization.

For

These

dedicated women are incredibly knowledgeable about the
collection and very eager to share their knowledge and are
extremely friendly to the visitors
interns! ) .

(not to mention the
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Development

There is no development department at the Historic New
Orleans Collection.

The entire collection, staff, and

activities are privately funded by the Kemper and Leila
Williams Foundation, which I will discuss in the next
section.

The foundation operates a museum, a research

center, a restored home and other buildings that all
function under the trade name "The Historic New Orleans
Collection."
There is also no membership program.

When an

organization is open to the public and privately funded,
membership is not needed for financial concerns.

However,

membership does provide a system of accountability for the
organization.

The value of membership shows community

support and public involvement in the organizational
decision making process.

Yet, the foundation for HNOC has

been established in perpetuity and an argument can be made
that HNOC is able to maintain its quality because it is not
defused by numerous and often conflicting public concerns.
The accountability in HNOC lies with the object donors
to the collection.

Donors to the collection, which can

easily number one hundred (100) or more in a quarter are
listed in the quarterly periodical The Historical New
Orleans Collection Quarterly (Appendix A).

HNOC holds
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itself accountable for the preservation of the objects it
accepts and its methodologies concerning conservation,
program planning, and professional staff affiliations.

It

is the art donor who holds HNOC accountable for the
preservation, research and availability of the objects to
the public.

Finances

The Historic New Orleans Collection was started through
the generosity of Leila Moore Williams and Lewis Kemper
Williams who both left Testamentary Trusts which were later
converted into two corporations.

Later they were merged

into one surviving corporation operating as the Kemper and
Leila Williams Foundation, a Louisiana nonprofit
corporation.
The operating budget for the Historic New Orleans
Collection is two million,
($2,500,000.00).

five hundred thousand dollars

A little less than half of this budget is

allocated to salaries

($1,171,350).

This percentage is

lower than many nonprofit organizations, which oftentimes
allocate 2/3 of the operating budget to salaries.

It has

been noted by Thomas Wolf that up until the 1950s,
nonprofits functioned with a large number of volunteers and
people of personal wealth.

Therefore, the commitment to the
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organization was an emotional one, based on a belief in the
mission and not for the salary.s
philosophy.

HNOC still follows that

However, the staff members have an excellent

benefits package, including, health, life and disability
insurance, pension plans, and a 401-K plan in which the
staff member can contribute up to 10% of his/her income with
HNOC matching 5%, vested to the staff member.

The benefits

expense to HNOC is $229,025.
Operating expenses for HNOC include line items such as:
promotions

($30,260), capital programs

expenses and acquisitions)
($170,813), Utilities

(which are one time

($435,220), maintenance

($180,000), Traveling and Conferences

($21,790), and Moving (including postage, telephone,
packing)

($81,371).

Subscriptions purchased by HNOC are

also used as reference materials in the Williams Research
Center ($7,649).

Memberships for the organization are

expensed at $4,865.

This is a very high amount for

organizational memberships, but it is important to HNOC that
there is professional peer review and peer validation.

This

is achieved with local, regional, and national organization
affiliations and involvement.

Finally, the fine arts

insurance expense is $8,500.

(Liability insurance is

covered by the Foundation and not part of the HNOC's
S

Wolf, p. 90.
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operating budget.

Goals

The goals of the Historic New Orleans Collection are to
maintain the mission of the organization to its fullest
potential.

HNOC hopes to continue preserving and

documenting the history and culture in New Orleans and
Louisiana, and to promote the study and appreciation of this
history.
Another goal within the organization

lS

to continue to

provide the collection with an especially qualified and
talented staff.

The capabilities of the staff directly

reflect the condition and quality of the collection, and the
persona that the organization has within its community.
HNOC is a highly respected institution and its staff is top
notch.

The Collections Manager has indicated that a

staffing goal for HNOC is to hire young,

idealistic and

self-starting individuals to "liven up" the departments.
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CHAPTER 2
INTERNSHIP

Responsibilities

My internship at the Historic New Orleans Collection
was an rewarding learning experience in that I was
responsible for writing The Historic New Orleans Collection,
Disaster Preparedness Plan, 1997.

I worked under the

supervision of the Collections Manager, Priscilla Lawrence,
and was given a desk in her office.

My responsibilities

focused on every aspect of developing and writing the plan.
I began my internship a week earlier than scheduled as
Ms. Lawrence asked me to write a Facilities Report
B)

for the Chartres street building.

titled,

(Appendix

A temporary exhibition

"A Celestial Brightness: 150 Years of Evangeline"

was being planned by Mark Cave, Reference Archivist.

He was

requesting a scroll on loan from Harvard University.

It was

necessary to complete a Facilities Report (standardized by
the American Association of Museums) in order to secure the
loan.

(Although the involved staff was skeptical that

Harvard would indeed loan the piece, it was approved and
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HNOC will have the rare document in July.)

I spent that

time interviewing Alfred Lemmon, Manuscripts Curator, to
learn the functions of the building, the security offered,
the fire and alarm systems installed, and staff and public
access to the exhibition.

The responsibility for acquiring

the information needed in that report began my thought
process about the specifics that I would need to know in
order to write a disaster plan.

Approaching the Disaster Plan

Within the context of writing the plan, Ms. Lawrence
and I specified my responsibilities as: defining what
natural disasters and other emergencies were relevant to
this geographic region,

learning the layout of the

buildings that comprise HNOC, understanding the mediums and
types of collections objects, reading everything I could
find on disaster preparedness, researching other museum
disaster plans, learning what organizations, facilities,

and

suppliers were available (both regionally and nationally)
for assistance, determining what disaster preparedness
procedures would work in protecting both the buildings of
HNOC and the collections, and writing the plan.
In order to accomplish these goals,

I divided the task

into two main approaches; interviewing department heads and
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building supervisors for an understanding of their
responsibilities,
that building,

their staff, and the collections within

and researching disaster preparedness sources

and other materials to obtain the information I needed to
synthesize a functional disaster plan.

I began gathering

articles and books for my research and identified the staff
members I would need to talk to.

I needed to know .about the

collection from the staff members early on, but at the same
time,

I didn't know what procedures were available until I

examined my collected sources
in itself) .

(which was an ongoing project

Although I attempted both approaches

simultaneously,

I prepared myself with background

information on disaster plans and then began to secure
interviews.
Research

With Ms. Lawrence's help,

I gathered over one hundred

sources from various volumes to assist me in filtering
information I needed to understand what a disaster plan was
and the importance of disaster preparedness.

An emergency

preparedness plan is one of the most important tools a
museum can have.

Art objects and materials of historical

significance can not be replaced.

It is the duty of the

museum, which has promised the preservation and display of
art objects,

to be fully able to respond to an emergency in
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a way that will protect the work housed there.

In the case

of the Historic New Orleans Collection, the buildings in
which the materials are housed are of historical and
architectural significance as well.
I defined the chief disasters that threatened HNOC as
hurricane and fire.

I knew the prime issues involved were

the safety and security of staff and visitors and the
collection and buildings of HNOC.
life and property,

To counter threats to

I realized the plan must aim to keep

losses to a minimum and must layout a course of action for
the staff to follow.

Reading countless articles concerning

hurricane and fire damage in other historic homes and
museums taught me what emergency procedures worked and which
ones did not.

I went online to access Internet sources that

dealt with preparing homes and businesses in the event of a
hurricane.

I read books on how to approach a disaster

preparedness plan and learned quickly that no matter how
well written, an emergency preparedness plan will probably
not be entirely successful during an emergency.
Emergencies such as fires,

accidents and acts of

violence will be reacted to immediately.
to consult a manual in a crisis situation.

There is no time
Rather than a

step by step procedure that would be used in an emergency,
learned that the plan will be a basic reference tool,

to be

read before an emergency and practiced until some of the

I
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procedures become reflexive.

I say "some" of the procedures

because every crisis situation is different, and as much as
I wanted to,

I could not develop a plan that would

pigeonhole every incident into a finite set of reactions.
With a good disaster plan,
element into account.

it is important to take the human

Knowing the

de~ired

result can

dictate the action that best lends itself to a positive
outcome in a crisis situation.
The hurricane preparedness guidelines that I
researched were grounded in more precise procedures.
Hurricane watches, issued by the National Weather Service,
would,

in effect, activate the hurricane section of the plan

and allot for seventy-two hours of time before an imminent
hit.

This allows for reviewing the disaster plan for

specific instructions.
I read other disaster plans from museums and historic
houses.

My original hypothesis was that these plans would

not only outline areas of procedure, but also adequately
suggest what procedures to use.

This was not the case.

Every museum or historic home has its own set of
circumstances that define it. Governance structures, staff
numbers, security systems, proximity to local fire and
police departments, site position in reference to bodies of
water and building size (both square feet and elevation)

are

just a few of the factors that are taken into consideration
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when designing a disaster plan.
The first six weeks of my internship were spent
researching guidelines, plans, sources of assistance and
case studies.

I called the City of New Orleans Emergency

Preparedness Office and obtained city guidelines for
hurricane preparedness.

I also called the Emergency

Preparedness Office at the state level, but was told they
were in the process of revising the state plan and they only
print one hundred and fifty copies.

It was not available

during the design of this plan.
After defining the procedures used in other situations,
recognizing the desired outcomes of emergencies and
hurricane preparation,

I was ready to begin talking to the

staff of HNOC.

Interviews

I talked with Ms. Lawrence at some length to learn the
hierarchy of staff at the Collection.

This was an

interesting process as the entire staff was in the middle of
writing their own job descriptions to identify
responsibilities and to which department they answered.
wanted an understanding of the organizational chart
(although there is not currently a formal chart at HNOC)
because disaster planning depends on good communication

I
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networks.

While HNOC has a cultural communication network,

it would be in their best interest to solidify an
organizational chart that would identify a formal
communication network.

(I believe that the job description

task will help develop one.)

Nevertheless,

I gleaned the

necessary information and identified seven key staff members
to talk with.

They were:

Pat Cromiller, Docent Supervisor;

Jan Brantley, Photographer; Kathy Slimp, Security and
Financial Officer; Alfred Lemmon; Chuck Patch, Director of
Systems; Mimi Calhoun, Assistant Director and John Lawrence,
Programs Director.
I wrote each of them and asked for an appointment.
Upon the advice of Ms. Lawrence, I named a day and time and
asked that they call to confirm, rather than let them call
me for an appointment.

Even with established meeting times,

it took three weeks to talk to all seven staff members.
Each staff person had responsibilities that included keeping
current records, the care of objects and buildings, and
equipment maintenance (photography studio, preparators'
equipment and computer systems) .
I asked the staff members what situations they would
like addressed in the plan and what their concerns were for
their department in the event of a disaster.

Together we

identified priorities within each office and each
collection.

Also noted were the areas where buildings would
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be the most susceptible in a hurricane situation.

At this

point I was made aware that not only does the disaster plan
have to protect the building and its contents from the
damages of natural forces such as wind and water, but the
exterior must be protected from surrounding buildings.
Windows without shutters, decomposing roofing materials, and
outdoor furniture surround HNOC.

It is important to

safeguard the buildings from flying debris.
These interviews not only helped me to prepare for the
disaster plan but also taught me the organizational
structure of HNOC and individual staff members' place within
it.

Every organization has internal problems with office

politics, but this organization had an amazing outward
appearance of cohesion and unity in thought.
ethics reads,

Its code of

"Information shared by staff members, in the

course of their responsibilities, in many cases is of a
privileged and confidential nature.

Whether obtained

directly, or indirectly, disclosure of such information
could adversely affect the Collection or its individual
members.

Therefore, staff members who knowingly disclose

confidential information to non-staff members will be
subject to disciplinary review.,,6
6

This code is part of the

The code of ethics is part of the employee's handbook, but
It was last updated in 1994. I asked
is no longer distributed.
for a copy of the handbook but was told it is outdated and not
It is obvious that many of the guidelines in
given out anymore.
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organizational culture and remains a strong characteristic
in their overall identity.

Although unusual, it is a

strength to HNOC that they have a professional and
consiste~t

message of stability.

garnering positive public opinion.

It is a positive factor in
The staff understands

their culture and acts according to the ethics statement.
Such loyalty to the positive image of HNOC makes analysis of
the organization impossible to an outsider!

the handbook are still relevant.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Disaster Plan

(Appendix C)

After my research was complete,

I divided my

information into subjects such as Hurricane and Flood
Management, Fire Management, Bomb Threat Management, and
Buildings Priorities.

The biggest conflict I had was how to

arrange the material.

My options were by collection, by

threat, or by building.

Each option had its positive

aspects and different disaster plans and guidelines had used
all three approaches.

Collections are often in same

locations and have similar preservation strategies, and
therefore, it may be best to write a plan the addresses each
collection individually.
threat,

By dividing each section by

the plan could be used by turning to the pages that

covered the specific threat that was approaching or
occurring.

Dividing the plan by building would allow the

staff that work in each building to concentrate on
preparations for that particular building and its contents.
It was important to decide on the best approach for HNOC.
The problem with dividing the plan by collection was
that HNOC has their collections dispersed in every building
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In the complex.

Each building has paintings, decorative

objects, records and equipment.

A disaster plan outlined

like this would mean that staff members would have to flip
to various parts of the written plan to find steps to guide
preparations.

A plan divided by threat would mean that

every building and the individual procedures would have to
be covered for each disaster, making it difficult to find
the correct building that the staff member is working in
within each threat section.

Added to this, there are

overall procedures that would be replicated for each
building for each disaster.

It was too confusing.

I decided to divide the plan by building and then by
threat.

That way, each staff member would be accountable

for procedures in that building, and while familiar with the
entire plan, the staff would be primarily responsible for
the building they work in.

Once I had that determined,

I

was ready to write the plan.

Staff Assignments

I wanted to write the plan in the order it would appear
in its final form.

I thought that would lend to the

continuity of my thinking.

Of course, I would always think

of additional things later on, but I wanted to begin writing
the plan at its starting point.

First,

I determined it was
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necessary to identify the department heads and the emergency
operations that would be carried out in the staff
assignments of these people.

This would preface the action

plan itself and serve as the introduction to the plan.
Knowing early on that communication is the key in any crisis
situation,

I included the telephone numbers for every staff

member that was mentioned in the plan and highlighted those
numbers in the introduction of staff assignments.
From my research I was aware that prevention strategies
for organizations were often overlooked.

Simple maintenance

tests and reviews of the disaster plan itself could
minimalize damage in an emergency.

I decided that an

Emergency Prevention Strategies section should corne right
after the staff assignments.

This makes sense as these

strategies are designed to be implemented before the threat
of a disaster.

As an appendix to this section,

I designed a

simple maintenance checklist divided by weekly, quarterly,
and yearly tests to be executed on this timetable.

Communication Tree

The next section, the Communication Tree, serves as an
explanation of the chain of command notified in an
emergency.

This provides a unified system of communication

in the event of an emergency.

With this system,

further
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instructions can be received from the appropriate decision
makers.

This cuts out the guess work on the part of the

employee who is forced to deal with an emergency.

A

reduction of mistakes and an efficient administration of the
necessary recovery steps can be achieved with a consolidated
approach to the chain of command.
At the end of this page is a brief description of
the complicated after-hours emergency procedure that HNOC
has instilled and is currently refining.
security guards on site at any time.

HNOC has no

Security during open

hours is provided by staff and docents.

There are cameras

that scan the entryways to HNOC and it is monitored by the
docent that sits at the reception desk.

A security service

is alerted any time a fire or security alarm is tripped.
The reception desk used to have an emergency button that
alerts the NOPD, but it has since been taken out when the
camera monitor was moved from the wall to the reception
desk.

I assume they are intending to reinstall it.
Selected staff members are given beepers.

alarm system is tripped after hours,

When an

the security company

responds to the scene and will call the staff member that is
on "beeper duty".

That staff member is required to respond

to the scene for a fire alarm, and if the burglar alarm
results in a disturbance the staff member must respond on
si te as well.

"Beeper duty" is a rotating schedule.

Staff
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members on beeper duty are also changed periodically, as
this additional responsibility is not compensated.

For

purposes of the disaster plan, an abbreviated description of
after hours procedure is included as a way to acknowledge
the strategy, but it does not concern the majority of the
staff.

Those members on "beeper duty" are In full

understanding of their responsibilities in an after hours
situation.

Visitor Safety

The next two sections, Visitor Safety and Bomb Threat
are designed primarily for the docents who are the main
contact with the public.

The public's safety is of the

utmost importance in an emergency situation.

It is

important to know two routes of evacuation for each location
and how to identify emergencies concerning patrons.
of visitor safety include fire,
and vandalism. 7

Areas

illness, accidents, robbery

My interview with the Docent Supervisor

informed me that all docents are trained in these
procedures, although I was unable to find a current written
handbook outlining the approaches.

The docent pool consists

7 I
thought the section on accidents was harsh, instructing the
docents not to say "I'm sorry", but for insurance liability, it is
necessary to include the instruction.
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of women who have been affiliated with the collection for a
number of years.

Basic visitor safety will be an annual

review at the same time the disaster plan is reviewed each
year.

During my internship, one of the docents fell and

broke her hip and I was told the other docents and staff
followed the correct methods of obtaining help for her.

Bomb Threat

A bomb threat might appear to have unlikely potential,
and many disaster plans did not include a section on this
possible disaster, but with recent news of the Oklahoma City
bombing, the Unabomber, and the bomb at the Olympics,
type of situation is getting a lot of attention.

this

Having no

guideline to handle a bomb threat will undoubtably cause
hysteria.

If a telephone threat is handled properly,

lead to the apprehension of the caller.
plan

lS

it can

Appendix B of the

a worksheet that can help the docent or staff member

record clues that will help identify the bomber.
Everything up to this point in the plan might seem like
common sense, but when faced with the possibility of
disaster,

it is important to understand these instructions

and follow the preventive measures.

This will facilitate

the correct response when there is little time to think.
That is why practicing this plan is imperative.

I will
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discuss this further in the paper.

Emergency Resources

The Emergency Resources section of the plan provides an
consolidated list of all necessary names and phone numbers
to call for assistance and further instruction when there is
a threat of disaster.

These resources are also used for

conservation and repair of buildings and collections after a
disaster strikes.

Local agencies, offices at state level,

and even national organizations are important inclusions in
this list.

The more support an organization has,

chance it will receive the proper assistance.

the better

If the

disaster is large enough, often times local agencies will be
unable to help, as they will have been affected by the
disaster as well.

As with any telephone list, it is

important to periodically update this list for number
changes and changes in the holders of an elected office.
Buildings resources and collections resources are
businesses, services and professionals that have been used
in the past by HNOC.

Conservation is divided by object type

(i.e., painting, photographs, textiles)

to help identify the

best conservator for a particular object that might have
been damaged in a disaster.

It is important to expand this

list to a national level as well, as people in the immediate
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area may be unable to help.

Supplies

A Supplies List is important, as certain disaster
preparation supplies must always be kept on hand.

Supplies

should be kept in a plastic garbage can, or other lidded
structure that can withstand water.

Some of these supplies

will be used in preparing collections for the threat of a
hurricane; most of these supplies are appropriate for
salvage. When it is safe to enter a building after a
disaster, it is of the utmost importance to document the
damage done to buildings and collections and to separate and
label things for conservation.

Supplies kept for every day

usage may not be enough, or more often, are also destroyed
during a disaster.
Certain emergency supplies should be kept on hand at
all times to be used in the threat of a disaster.

Rarely is

there room or a budget to have all supplies necessary in a
disaster to be on hand at all times.

Therefore I have

identified supplies that can be purchased or rented when a
threat in imminent.
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Fire Prevention

My next step was to target the two disasters most
likely to happen at HNOC,

fire and hurricane.

Although I

would address fire procedures in each building section of
the disaster plan,

I wanted to lay the groundwork for fire

prevention strategies.

HNOC has both sprinkler systems and

halon systems in different buildings of the complex.

Both

systems have disadvantages in that sprinkler systems emit
water which, of course, will severely damage paper objects
such as prints and photographs (not to mention wood, canvas
and textiles).

Halon systems emit a gas that will not

damage materials, but halon is released at an extremely high
velocity.

This will cause light weight objects to blow off

their settings, and can also be hazardous to people directly
under the nozzles of the system.

It was important to warn

staff members and docents of these dangers.
Fire extinguishers are located on every floor of every
building of the complex.

My intent was to mark the

locations of these fire extinguishers on the floor plans
included behind every building section of the plan, but some
extinguishers were being replaced and others moved, so they
will be marked when they are permanently placed in their
locations.

Different types of fire extinguishers are

designated for different types of fires,

and I included a
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description of each type of fire extinguisher that was
available at HNOC.

Hurricane Preparedness

The Hurricane Preparedness section is necessary because
there are different stages of a hurricane's development.
The three stages I identified are defined and issued by the
National Weather Service.

Selecting this terminology will

make it easy to match the condition of the hurricane to the
specific instructions that are to be executed during these
periods.

How much time is available and when the course of

a hurricane is established as a possible threat or when a
direct hit is eminent dictates what actions should be taken
to insure the safety of visitors, docents and staff and the
collections.

Disaster Preparedness- 533 Royal street

At the top of each building section I identified the
department heads

(and their phone numbers)

that will be

orchestrating the preparatory actions outlined in the
disaster plan.
procedures,

If any questions arise concerning the

the department heads will be available to answer
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them.

In the case of 533 Royal Street,

the two department

heads are husband and wife, and it was my suggestion to add
a third contact person, as a family situation may remove
both of these department heads and leave no decision maker
present for that building.

Currently, Ms. Lawrence is

deciding who would best fill the third contact position.
Also at the beginning of every building section,

I have

outlined some general instructions for all staff members
concerning their own work space.

This "general" section has

the same instructions for each building.

The procedures

include checking fire and alarm systems in the building,
backing up your ,computer, unplugging electrical units,
notifying the security system, etc.

These are instructions

to be followed in any emergency situation that involves
evacuating the work space.
After the General section, Fire is the next addressed
emergency.

Due to the tours in the Royal street building,

both in the Williams Gallery and the History Galleries,
instructions for the docents are necessary.

Evacuating

visitors in the case of a fire alarm is their first concern.
Though the docents are familiar with the exit ways,

it is

important to write them into the disaster plan, as each
review of the plan will remind the docents what their
options are.

Again, it is important to understand that In a

fire situation, the disaster plan is not used as a step by
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step guide during the emergency.

Rather, it is a method of

instruction to be read and rehearsed before the disaster
occurs.
Instructions for the docents include how to address the
visitors to prevent hysterical responses, the exit ways
available to the docents, and where to assemble.

All

docents, visitors and staff in the entire HNOC complex
assemble in front of Royal Street, excluding Chartres
Street.

It is important for everyone to assemble at the

same location in order to verify everyone has evacuated the
buildings.

This is an imperative piece of information for

the fire department.

The Williams Research Center (410

Chartres Street) assembles across from the building on
Chartres Street.
to

The Williams Research Center has a method

accurately count the number of patrons in the building

due to a sign-in procedure, but the Royal Street complex
currently has no method of registering visitors unless they
chose to sign a guest book.

The Docent Supervisor told me

that the docents do record the number of people on each
tour.
Staff instructions for a fire procedure focus on
advising the staff to leave the building.

Often staff

members try to save objects or wait for each other before
safely evacuating the building.

This, of course,

is not in

the best interest of the safety of the individual staff
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member.

Department heads are instructed to report to the

Executive Director regarding the safe evacuation of their
staff.
The Hurricane section of each building is divided by
building preparations and collections preparations.

In

situations where there is little time, certainly everyone
can be expected to help with all types of preparations.
When the situation is a hurricane track or hurricane watch,
there is time to divide responsibilities into teams.
Building preparations are overseen by the Assistant
Director.

Her staff includes the Master Carpenter and a

maintenance team.

The main concerns in building

preparations are covering all glass windows to avoid flying
broken glass that would be disastrous in the internal space.
Also,

relocating the outdoor furniture and the many movable

plant basins from the courtyards will reduce the potential
of those objects becoming airborne and inflicting damage to
the buildings.
Many disaster guidelines and disaster plans say to
return all pieces on loan to their owners.

This is

certainly advisable for objects that are on loan from other
institutions if there is time.

If there is not time to

safely return the items, these art works should receive
priority when securing the collections in case of a
hurricane.

HNOC has a great number of objects that are on a
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flooding.

Money and files are secured by the Shop Manager.

She has an office in the attic of the Merieult House that
she also secures.
The floor plans that appear at the end of the Royal
Street section and the other building sections were part of
a larger set of blueprints I obtained from the Master
Carpenter.

I simplified them, divided them by building, and

labeled the appropriate street.

They are intended to be

labeled with fire extinguishers and first aid kits, but at
the end of my internship, the exact location of these
resources had not been decided on.

Ms. Lawrence assures me

they will be completed.

714 Toulouse street

This building houses the photography studio, the
registration area, collections storage, and offices.

The

fire procedures vary little from Royal Street except for the
locations of the exits.
building.

Visitors are not allowed in this

In case of fire,

all occupants meet in front of

Royal Street.
Collections preparations for a hurricane are important
in this building as many objects are always on tables being
recorded.

There are two registrars and the Collections

Manager in this building that are responsible for securing
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the objects.

718 Toulouse street

This is the Williams Residence.

At the time the

disaster plan was written, HNOC was in the process of
opening the Curator position, so Priscilla Lawrence would be
the department head to contact when receiving instructions
regarding the Williams Residence.
Again, docent instructions for fire evacuation are
necessary as visitors frequent this residence on tours that
occur six times a day.

Preparing the Residence Collection

for a hurricane are intense procedures.

The dining room

consists of a table laid for twelve, and most of the Chinese
porcelain collection is laid out in the residence.

A

special priorities list is included in Appendix C of the
disaster plan to try to ensure that objects that are
irreplaceable, of high monetary value and of historic
significance be protected.

This includes moving all objects

off tables and shelves, elevating furniture that can be
damaged by flooding and protecting linens and textiles from
possible water damage.
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722 Toulouse Street

This building houses the publications of HNOC.

There

are some objects in temporary storage there as well as
paintings on the walls.

It is HNOC's policy to hang as many

paintings as it can on the interior walls of their buildings
to display as much of the painting collection as possible.
For hurricane preparedness, it is important to remove
paintings and other objects that face windows to avoid
damage from broken glass.

726-28 Toulouse Street

Preparators work in this cottage and there are always
objects on the work tables in this building.
Carpenter has his work room here as well.

The Master

Tools of both the

preparators and the carpenter pose a significant danger to
the collection objects in this building.

Instructions to

store all tools under tables, in drawers, and away from
unsecured open surfaces can help minimalize the damage done
to art objects in the case of a hurricane.

Flat files

containing prints and other works on paper are also stored
in the cottage.

Facing the file cabinets toward an interior
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wall can stop the drawers from being forced open by high
winds should a window break or the roof be damaged.

410 Chartres Street

The Chartres street building houses the Williams
Research Center.

This building was renovated two years ago

and is in excellent condition.

It has state of the art

vaults and storage systems. The building is more secure than
the Royal Street complex.
There are fewer windows in the building, the only large
windows are the two entranceway windows which have precut
plywood to be installed for hurricane preparedness.

There

is a sign in sheet for all visitors and a receptionist's
manual defining his/her responsibilities.
Appendix D of the disaster plan.

The manual is in

(I did not write the

Guidelines for the Reception Desk.)
There are assigned responsibilities in the disaster
plan for staff members at the Chartres street building.
The Williams Research Center contains a library and the
manuscripts holdings, thereby having a more singular
function that allows the employees a more defined role.

The

duties of each position are specific and do not overlap as
they do at the Royal street complex, making direct
assignments in emergency situations the logical approach.
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521 Tchoupitoulas

"The Warehouse" is a large four story building, but a
great portion of it is vacant.

The Chief Financial Officer

has an office there, and there are two rooms where some work
on object documentation is done.

There are two vaults with

object storage, and an additional room that is being used as
temporary storage.

Some restoration has been done on this

building, and it is the intent of the Collection to
eventually use this space for galleries and vault storage.
Currently it houses exhibition props, old shop inventory,
exhibit posters, and a lot of old frames and glass.

Usually

there is only one person in the Warehouse on a daily basis.
Most of the floors and the walls are unfinished and the top
levels are are unoccupied.

Therefore, the floor plans only

include the entryway to the building.
outside the vaults
systems)

The materials stored

(the vaults are secured with fire alarm

are not of significant value and it has been

decided that, outside the paintings in the CFO's office,
concentrated efforts will not be made on this building in
the event of an emergency.
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After a Disaster

The final page of the disaster plan explains the after
disaster procedures, mainly collections inventory and damage
documentation.

It is important that city officials deem the

building safe to enter before the staff begins its work.
Human safety after a disaster is imperative.

Only

designated staff should be allowed into the buildings postdisaster.

Salvage procedures can help identify objects that

can be conserved, but it is best to handle objects minimally
and call the conservators listed in

Collections Resources.

Photographing and videotaping both the buildings and the
collections will be invaluable both for insurance purposes
and conservation efforts.

After the Disaster Plan is Written

The disaster plan is now in process of being approved
by the Executive Director.

The Collections Manager is

extremely pleased with it.

Once it has been accepted by the

E.D.,

it will be presented to the Board to be voted on as

policy.

Originally, it was going to be presented to the

Board by the Collections Manager, but since that time I have
accepted a position at HNOC and will participate in the
board presentation pending the disaster plan's approval by
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the Executive Director.
Board,

Once voted into policy by the

I will present the plan to the staff at a staff

meeting.
As I have stated before, it is important that this plan
be tested and updated annually.

The disaster plan is going

to be placed on the computer server, making it accessible to
everyone.

This will facilitate making any necessary changes

to keep the plan current.

Once a year, at the beginning of

every hurricane season, there will be a staff session
dedicated to reviewing the plan and practicing it.

If the

procedures do not work in a real situation the plan is not
successful in its purpose.

Continuous strategizing will

improve the plan and make minimal the damage that can be
caused by a disaster.
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CHAPTER FOUR
INTERN'S EFFECTS ON THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION

A disaster plan is an important tool in the
preservation of life and property anywhere, and its
importance is amplified in historic buildings that house art
objects and historical manuscripts that are irreplaceable.
An emergency preparedness plan is one of the most important
tools a museum can have.

Being able to safeguard the

collections both with preventative measures and in preparing
for a disaster is invaluable to HNOC.

This plan not only

addresses how disasters might be averted, but also provides
strategies for when they do occur.

I have taken a central

role in the development of the disaster plan.

I have

written a plan that facilitates good communications,
identifies emergency priorities, identifies all needed
resources, acknowledges sources of assistance and
facilitates speed in response.

I believe that these are

keys to a good disaster plan and that the plan will be
effective in helping HNOC protect its impressive
collections.
The disaster plan will not only supply the staff with
procedures for emergencies, but the document will also serve
as a tool in securing loan items and future donations.
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having written procedures to keep losses to a minimum in the
event of a disaster will ensure the future of the
collections and communicate that the organization is well
prepared to implement those procedures.
Writing the disaster plan has gotten staff members to
think of additional things that can be done to improve the
condition and potential protection of the collections at
HNOC.

Currently the Systems Director is developing a new

set of procedures to secure the computer systems and the
principal databases it holds.

Having the staff actively

involved in the development and future additions to the
disaster plan will elevate the plan to a high success rate.
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Currendy on view in the Willi:uns Gallery is [he exhibition A Mystical Bal MQJqlli: 75 Ytarr of,ht Myrric Clllb. which
continues through August 16. 1997. Included :unong the items on display is a photograph of [he 1937 Mys[ic Club
ball by John N. Teunisson (1993.72.8).

Non Profir
Organlz:I.,ion

U.S. Pou1ge
PAID
New Orle:l.m. LA
Permit No_ 863

K£MPERAND LEIUo WlLUAMS FOUNDATION
THE HISTORlC NEW ORlEANS COL<.ECTION
Mwcum • R.eseuch Cc:nttf • rubluher
533 Rap! 5'"'<1
N~ Orle<lns. Louiai1na 701.30
(504) \2J-46G2

ADDRI5S CORRECTION REQUESTED

APPENDIX B
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STANDARD FACILITY REPORT
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AdDpt8d by the Reglstnus C4mm1ttH
American AaocmUon at Museums. June 1988

The Historic New Orleans Collection. William Research Center

INSTITUTION: ---....c!;-Hi8r-e!elT!!lla~ZEE"!Z~E5~S~tZ~Ee1Et ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - New Orleans. LA 70130
Summan Remarks (for uu J:rv LouJinr iJurirwioll)

SUMMARY OF
AITACHMENTS .
('X- thou azUU:Md):

Floor plan wilh locUion of pon:ablc M
estiDguishcrs and IaIIpOnIly exhibition space
iDdicazed

Encrior phOlOgmpb

Instructions for Completing Evaluation Fonn
BOITOwing Institution: Fill in all information requested.
Lending Institution:

Questions providing key information begin uleft margin.
Questions providing mere detailed information are indented.

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Mailing 3d.dtess

Historic New Orleans Collection
533 Rova1 Street
NpH Qrleans

fA

iOllQ

1.1 SIn:et address
(ifdiffacnt)
Qil1~ams

1.3 Shipping address

Research ~eneer
410 Chartres Street

(if diffc:rem)
New Orleans

1.4 Tclcphcne number

f.s

16 70110

Cabl811111Dbc:r

(504) 598-7101

TeIc!u. mtmbe:r

Telex number

[For 24.hour

tm~~tncJ conUl&t.

su

azmch~d

smlJ lULl

_
(504) 598-7108
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I·-\ccredilalion

I

1.6 Is your lI1SIlIlllion .",,\., ~ ' ?

.

Date:JCCmiiled _ _
19_7_8

_

x

..•...•._.. ~ •. _._ ..

Date r=dited __
19_8_7

_

IGovernml! AUlhorllV I
1.7 Indicate ex") \he most appliCllble he:lding and subhe:lding:
-"'-

Museum (non-profil)
_
An

Culwral Organizalion
_
Library
_
Ollltt:hlSynagogue

_
Nauu-al Hiswry/Scicncc
2 . Hiswry
_
_

Gencra.l
0lilC" (JPeOfy)'--

_

Universily

_

Museum or Gallery

_
-

SliUlcnt CenrerlUnion
Library

_

CivicCenrer

_

Fair Blli.Iding

Historical Society

-DqxmnI:m--------

Olller (specify),

_

_

IVolunleers
1.8 Do volw= or inu:rns hand.Ic bomlwerl obja:ts'? .
If yes. are the1r activities superviscrl by a professional staff member? .
1.9 Are volun=n or in= rcponsible for ga1le:ry security? .
If yes. are !hey supa~ by a pmfcsgm,,' sCltf mcmber?

_
._._.__.

x ;

_

2. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND CONFIGURATION
I G"nerai

I

2.1 Wha1 type of building nw.erials wen: used for your main building and any additions?
[ITUiicau ".r"

w~re approprtJjU!

;:

e-

!2

.s
oX

...-<"
I J:':-.r-,,,r'n.. tV-:IIII ..
Inluior WaJilI

~
:II

~

a
U

"

..!

. ::....
c.=

:I

13

II)

t

eft

..."

eft

"

~

"lZ

~

~

tZ

6

..,
Olher (specify)

X

It
lC

Floors

X

I

X

plasrer and

C.IUD\:S

Strucl1InlSupporn

I I I I I

I xl

I

ce~ling

rlDS
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2.2 Dau: original building and subsequent:lddilions comple=: _---:1~9..:.1..:..7..:..,_1:...:9"",9~6
2.J Is the

==

--_

_

tm:·SClIlding~

rc no. pm\:c: :l ~hysic.al d.:scripuon and the purpose of the larger \!ru[;WIe into whic h II
IS Im.urpocat.:1.l;

2.4 Ale you undergoing rtJlOVIIlicn 111 this time?

_

~
!

x

IX

I

2.5 Do you anricipau::uty major = t i c n projectS wilhin the next two ye:us?.
rIyes.. explain.:

2.6 How many floor.; does your building contain?
rI more than one floor. indicate mode of

I

.

_

.I.

)

- w
=--"7bet
--:""e-v-el:""s:-'
----------j
een

~

IExhibllion

Stairs

:illacr

L

Elevawr

_

Olher(specifyj,

I

2.7 lodicaI.C the layoul of your =porary e1hibition

-A One lArge
_

_

I"'JOITl

ar'Cl:
_

Series of smail rooms

Other (!ptc.(.

2.8 Wh:u is thL [cae (J{lXity of e:..thibiLion

=

floors?

2.9 Are:my sp:ll:es used Cor temporary exhibitions located in such public :ll:tivily

lounges.. halIways.libr.Jncs. C2ia. cJamucms. =.7

_

=

as lobbies.

_

rIyc.. describe:

2.10 Are the ICI'llpOr3I'y exhibition arcu used only for vicwing?

_

x

_

If no. wtw cthez' functions do they sc:rve?

2.11 Are there:my water flX= or accessories such as plumbing pipes. sprinkler systemS. water
f o = . =.. joc::JlCd in ~ exhibition = ?

_

76

:'12 Do you tuve:l mad.uJ.ar wall p:mitiorvp:mel sys=?

_

If yes. indi= its me:ms of support:

x

Supported at floor and ceiling
_ _ _ Supponed only at floor

lndi= the llUI..CIi:ili userl in its construction:

_

I

2.13 I.s e:lring or drinkin g ever penni u.ed in:
Temporary exhibition galIcics?

I

_

If yes. explain:
Tc:mp:rary
exhihiIic'-n-=agc-----:?:--------------------R=iving3lCl?:--:-:

_

Tempcraryc:xhibitial~=?------------------

2.14 Do you make rourine inspections far rodent, insect and miero-organism prnblerns?

If yes. d=ibe

m=

.

Weekly by staff, monthly by insect control firm

2.15 Do you WldertW: routine cxtaminationlfumigaIion proc:eduIcs?
lfy~.~~

etc"

.

_

spray monthly -basic ant. roach. silverfish. spider.

rn
t=R

I

rn
!x I

Off premises fumigation of new collections when needed

IShippinl! and Receivinl! I
2.16 Do you have (or have access to):
Shippingm:ceiving door (dimensions: H _ _ W _ _ )1

Raised loading docJt (height from ground:
Docklevder'?

-

x
.

...,;)1-------_

x
x
x

--1)1------------------

Forklift (weight capacity:

X

Hydr4uJic lift (weight capacity:
Crane (weight

......) 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - )1

~ty:

Ramp (length:
(height:
S~folding

_

Y!----------------)1

_

Othcrlspecify:

.....Jf?-----

2.17 Whal is the maximum size crate your shippinglreceiving door can accommodate?
(H
W
D
..I
2.18

If you do nOI have a shippinglrcceiving door or a raised dock.. how do you receive
shipments IDescribe loading area and indicau on auacMdfloor plan)?
Materials arrive through a freight entrance and go into vault

4

,
I

x

x
x

I
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" I ."
1--,.......
;?.9..:.:~O~O~a~
. .:;;m:..:..---::t;.:;o:.....::4:...::~J~O::......:o;:...:.:m:.:...

2.19

Wh:u. arc your nonn:l1 receiving hours?

::::0

Can you ac~.,rr.mod:ue:ldelivery at times other than during these hour.;? .._

:.':1 C.J.ll your IO:ldin;;

'11,'"

a::.:ommodate:

=:

45" van?_
More th.:111 me 45" van at J wne?..

Shc:lI=d?

__

....

.

_.

f-.:!...

• __......__

I--

.....

---~

_

2.22

Is your loading

2..23

Describe security pr=Ulions taken in your loading a=

Enci=1?

Security camera.

__.

_

.

_

:<
_

two staff must remain with object at all times

I
224 Do you have a secure receiving 3IC1 ~ from the leading arc:l?
(Dimensions: L _ _ W _ _ Ceiling H

.

---.J

If yes. is !his an::l used ooIy fir ahihiria1 obj=?
2.15

2.26

How is access lD the receiving

=

~ ,.......

!

_

x

f-- r - -

conlI'Olled? _..;;c..;;o..;;d;.:e;.:d:--;e:.;n..:.t:.;r:..v:...-

_

Where do you usually unpackJrcpack/prepare objects for exhibluon'

(Indicau try number;ng all approprialt! iums in priority oriUr)

-z-

Receiving room
ExhiLition

~parnz.jon room

Tn-neuse pading facility

127

_ _ Exhibiuon gallenes
_ _ SlDI"3ge

=

_ _ Outside packing facility

Do you uriliu::II1 off·silC packin~on facility?
If so. indiCOlle Ihe most appropriale description:

.

.

_ _ Museum property

_ _ Commercial space contr.lCted as
• neeOed

_ _ Renled commercial space

_ _ Other

_

(spt!C~ry),

lndic:lle disunce from your instiwtion:

_

What is the mode of access between the two facilities?

_

Does a professional museum staff member :l1ways supervise packinglunp:Jding?.._ _._..__

2.28

Where do you usually store loaned objects before they are installed? (/ndicalt!

Ix

.__.•__..._._.__

_ ..

x

try

numbt!ring all appropriau iums in priority oriUr):
_ _ Receiving room
1

Exhibition pn:paration room
In-house packing facility

E,xhibiuon galleries
2

StOlage area

_ _ Outside packing facility

I....- L...-

!
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~9

Do vou have a fu:lght e.Ievatcr?

'--

Intenor dim:ns:lJns: L
J..w.d. C:Ip:lC:ly.

W

_

_

_

~:JingH---_

ISIOral!e

2..30 Do you have a=m:d st.erage arc forobj=?

_

W

Interior dimensions: L
Dimensions of door. H

_

W

I!: it: 1.ccl:I=d?
Alarmed?
Oim=-mmrolled?

Ceiling H

_

_

_

_

_

(Su SecMn 3 for detailed envirofllTtelWli injorrruuion)
....;F....;u;;,;l;;,;l~t;..im;....e........:p_r_o_f_e_s_s_i_o_n_a_l
__s_t_a_f_f

Who has acc::ssIkcys?

_

How is acc.:.ss ccntrellcd.?_........:5:lJe~C:.ll.1.lJ r;;,;1Wt...'...•....JC;;JOJ,JdJ,Jp=:.....

_

2..31 Do you have proto::tion against fire in your objca su:nge =?
(Su Section 4 for detailed inforrruuwfI on jirl! protl!CliOfl)
2.32

Do you have a highly sc:c=:d su:lr.1ge 3lC1 for precious small ObjeclS?

lfves.d=ib::
.

2..33

_

_

Metal storage cabinets designed for that purpose (locked);
room has coded keypad access

Where do you store empry = ? (Y' ail appropriau)

On premises:
x

Off premises:

Pest-controlled

Temper:uU!'e·contI'Olled

x

Temper:uure-contI'Olled

6

x

Pest-controlled

i~~1:
x

I

x I

i
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"

3. ENVIRONMENT
t

He:llin!! and .""if Condillonin!!

3.1 [ndic:1te lhe type and lC'Cauon of your environment:1.l conlrOl system {";;" all
Throughout
Building
Centr.l1izert 24-hour
temper.uure control
system:
Cemr.wzed 24-hour
humidity conlrOl
system:

Only in Temporary
Exhibition Gallery

approp,ial~t

Only In Exhibition
Smge

x

see below

Centralized 24 -hour
fJ..he.red air

x

x
-~

Simple air conditioning
(window units)
:".'':'

.

Simple healing

.....
3.2

Describe cooling system:
In temp<.'''''r:-· exhibition

33

3.4

Manufacrum

gallt:n~:.

YAY-OX

1996

In temlh'r.If"· ..l.hihuion
storage

YAY-OX

1996

D=ribe heaLing system (i.e.. convection. fom:d air. solar):
In temporary exhibition
galleries

VAV-DX

1996

In temporary exhibition
storage

YAY-OX

1996

Describe humidity cuntrol equipment:
In temporary exhibition
galleries
dehumid if ica t ion controlled by
AC, monitored by humidistat
In temporary exhibition
YAY-OX
storage

3j M environmental coruro.l sysLemS in aper.IIion 24 h~ a ctay?

3.6

Year Installed

How often ~ the environmental

SYSLemS

.7

monilOred?

1996

1996

'---

x
r--I-

_
d_a_i_l....:y

_
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y

'"

j.7 What arc !.he temperature and rdative humidity I:l.D.W in your.
Tpror;uy

E~hjrjtjon

Galledes

%RH

Temper.Jture

%RH

In spnng/summer

71°

557.

71°

557.

In fall/winter

71°

557.

71°

557.

3.8 What is !.he maxImum variation within a 24-hour period in your.
Temporary E:shjbjtjon Galleries

Ic:mpoQry Esbjbjljon

Tern per.nurc

%RH

Temper.Jture

S[QQh:~

%RH

In spring/summer

!2°

!57.

!2°

!57.

In fall/winter

!2°

!57.

!.2°

:!:57.

3.9

Is a record of the variaIions in

3.10

Do you have !.he ability to re·adjust your
needs of diff=u. typeS ofobjc:ts?

3.11

How many of each of the following do you have available?
6
Recording hygrothermographs

and relative hwnidity kept? ._._..

tern~

temper.uure

..._.. _._.._._.._._..

and relative humidity levels to

_

meet the

m
l

I x

I,

x

I

I

PsychrometerS
Hygrometers

How oflen ~.
3.12

~hey

calibrau:d?

Do you monitor and record
in:

every 3 months

temper:1wre

and relative humidity levels on a regular basis

,

Tc:m\U3IY exhibiriaJ gaJ.Ic=?

=

_

=sc=?----------------------.

Tem\U3lYexhibirion
Display
containing environmentally sensitive mareriaI?
[f yes.

by what means: _ _x__ Recording hygro!.hermograph
Other
-::-

Who is responsible for monitonng !.hese levels?
3.13

_

Are !.he temporary exhibition ~ : (":r:' 1M most appropriau)
Individually !.hermostatic:aily conlIoHed?

8

r--

_

Preparator

__
x_ All controlled by one !.hermos!at and humidistalO

x

_

(~cify)

Indi= fn:quency:_ _..::w!.!e'-!e'-!:k...lI.lY'--

f-I
L;.;x

(6)'-'..

S(J..f..L v;r\

w
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An: !be

3.14

~mpornry

exhibition

SlOW!!!; :W::;JS

("z" I~ mo.n appropriau)

Individually tbcrmoswically comrolled?
_x__ All controlled by one tbennost:ll and hwnidislal?
3.15 Is your instiruuon c:lpable of building viuincs for environmental pllIpOses upon requcst?
An: display cascs equipped with dust fil=?

3.16

x

..

x

_

----------x

3. 17 An: objects ever positioned over or nClr he:uing. air conditioning. or humidiIic':llion vents or

=?_-------------------------------If yes. d=ibe:

-

Do exterior doors open di=:l!y inlD your =porary exhibition space?._.

3. I 8

__

.__._._.__......

Ifycs. how many?

_

Do exterior windows open dira:l!y inIO your =porary exhibition space?

3.19

._

_

Ifycs. how many?

_

I Liehune I
3.20 What type of lighting do you utilize in the ~mpornry exhibition galleries? ("z" ail appropriale)

_

Daylight
_

Fluorescent

Windows

UV

_

UV fillercd

_

Equipped with sh.:ldesIc!r.Ipes

x

Incandescent
_

_

Skylights

_

3.21
3.:2

Quartz
_

equipped with shadcsldnlpes

QUler (specify),

Doyouhavealightmete'?

How low
3.23

Tungsten
Qualily iodide

UV fLItued

_

fiI~rcd

=

_

YOu adjusl your lighlleveis (Ii of foot·candles)?

Arc display

=

_

everimcnaily 1iL?

_

_

If yes. whar. type of lighting is used in the display cases ("z" ail appropriau):
_
3.24

Fluorescent

Incandescent

UV fillCCd

Are objects in display cases safeguarded againsl ultra-violet rays and heal build·up from interior

1iglJls1----------------------

9

x
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4. FIRE PROTECTION
·U Indic:ue ("..") the

_x_

:nO.~t

appropriate description of your building:

Fire-pro~( (non-combustible

consltUction materials)

Fire·resistant
_ _ Tre:tted with flTe ret:lfCbnts (asbesws. etc.) (specify)

_

42 Is enrin: building pro=d by a flrC :md/or smoke de~tionla1aImsystem?
Uyes.indic:uemanufacmrer:
Uno. d=ibe=

4.3

_

Cercified Securicv Company
_

notpro~tm:.

Are your institution's flTe detection/alarm systems listed by UnderwriterS Labor:lwries
and your de== installed =ding w UL sperifiCltiems?
_

4.4 . m:ill emergency c:xi1 doors equipped with al:Inns?

x
J--t-x
_

U yes. indicate t}'pe: _ _...;c:;.;o:;.;n;;.c;;.a;;.c.;;...;.c
4.5

_

How often are the systemS checla:d?_ _d_a_~_'l...;y

_

By whcm?_ _~m:::a::.;i~n:.:.c:;;e::.n::.a::.n=c.;;e_.::s..:c..:a;.:f..:f,_
4.6

_

How is the flfClsmoke detection/alarm system activaLed? ("x" ail appropriate)

Tcmpornry Exhibition
Sell-activated he:u detection
Self-activated smoke deteetion

CrallaiQ

Storage Areas

x

x

__x_

x

Conuol panel

-ll'-.- .

x

Manual pull stations
4.7 Who does your flTe alarm system alen? ("x" ail appropriare)
In-house control station panel
In-house audible

__ Local flTe station - direct line
~

UL'FM-approved

_

Olherlspecify),

~ntra.l

station (specify company),

Cercified Securicy Company _
_

10
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4.8

lndi= the fm: suppression sys= in oper.uion:
-L.

("A"

aii appropriau)

SprinkI=
Wel pipe

x

Dry pipe

x

PIe-ill:tion
Cross-zoned

Specify:

to

!.he fm:/smoke deteCtion sysu:m

I..a:alion,

all areas

_

Manufucn=

_

YClrinszalled....;..19;..9;..6=--

Acuvat.ed by:

x

x

Smoke

He.:u

Locarion of shul-{Jff valve

_

-r--

An: the Slaff and guards trainl:d in the shul-<Jff ~?_-----------------

Halon gas system

Specify:

1..a::lIiaJ,

_

Manufac=

_

Ye:1r insulled

_

F"u-e hose cabinets per local fm: code
x

PolUh'r: flIe cxtinguish= (specify rype. e.g•• prcSSlmzed wau:r. carbon
dry chemical

eli.oxide. dry c:.hemical. foam. halon. acid. other) _ _......:.

_

How frequenlly does your local fm: code require inspection leSting of poruble fu-e
exringuishcrs?_ _

_:_

How frcquenlly is lhe staff trained in the use of portable flre extinguishers?......;v;.:e;;.:a:,;t''''l''-v;.....

_

4.9

......l.Qu.n.ue;..",,:v~e"_la;l..rl._

.1.10

4.11

In what

=

and under what conditions is smolcing allowed in your building?__n_o_t

_

permitted in entire building

4.12
4.13

How far is your instiwtion from lhe local fm: station?_..t..:::w:.:.o:.......:b~l:o.::o~c..:k::..;s;:.....

Is}Ulll" loc::Jl fire st:llion manned 24-llouts aday?

11

.

_
_

~-
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4.14

How long docs it CLkc the fIre department to arrive al your facility in response to an alann?
five mjputes
4.15

How far is your tlJiJding from llIe nearest ftrC hydrant?_J..../<..7<-J;b>.lJu;o...c:.Ilk;.....-

4.16

Do you have:lll established fuc emc:re;ency procedurc?

_

_

v

U yes. how frequently is the staff:rained in this procedurc?_-'y...e..a..r...lwy;.....-

_

5. SECURITY

IGuards and Access I

-I-X

5.1 Do you have 24-bour human guan:I security (as opposed to periods of e1ecll'Onic-only survei1lance)? ._..
U no. would your insWution be willing to hire additional guards. if requin:d?
.
_
52

What type of security personnel does your instinnion utilize? ("x" all approprimeJ
Regular security employees of your instiwtion

x

Qlhcr staff
..

__ ConlI:lCted from an outside service company

-

SlUdcms
x

Volun~doccnts

~ Olba(~cify)

After hgurs electronic mgnitoring with signals resoonded

5.3

to $CCUnty
by guard
Do you have a lr.iIined
supervisor in charge alan times1

5.4

Arc your security pmonneI speci:Illy trained for your fa.c:ility?

_
_

U yes. bm:'\ explain the extent and duronion of !heir tr3ining: All are members of
senior staff (nine years of employment by THNOC). Annual walk-

through with alarm insoections. fire alarm training, fire
Ayripgpjsber

training

fire drills annJlally

5.5 Arc your guards (N X" all approprialeJ
_ _ Anned?
_X_Pagcr~

_
5.6

_

Radio equipped?

2

Phone equipped?

Other (sp«i{y),

_

Do you compla.c police dIcda on guards prior to hiring?

_

··
W
x

~I--

··· .

.... .

•7

·

12

"

< .
..

.
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5.7 Indicate number of guarrls normally on duty:
Throughout Bujlding
S L1l!onary
Patrol! i n g

During pukllic hours
(day/evemng)

In Temoo!j1l)' E3h Cl,"I'::':I~:
Sl.:llIonary
~:

14

13

When closed w the
public. but open w
staff

5

5

During closed hours
(night)

-.... .....
".

In temporary exhibition
14

galleries

5.8 How rrumy galleries are assigned w c:u:h gu=i? _ _.=.2

_

5.9 Is a guard mgnal during inmlIaIion and dcinstaJJarion?
Um. CIll ax: bc.iIn:quircd?
5.10

How often are liemporary exhibition galJ.c.ries ch~ when closed?
By whom?

_

daily

~-

~-'

=-:-

_

..

.'":

_

Curatorial staff. maintenance staff

How is the frequency of these check:s ensured (e.g~ checkpoint system. etc.)?

reports to building manager

5.11

How oflCl are "check.llst" checks made of the objects in tempo=y exhibirions?

_

dailv
Who is respons1ble for these chccks?_c,;;.u,;;.f,;;.a,;;.t;;..o;..f;..i;..a_l_s_t_a_f_f

_
-f-

5.12

5.13

5.14

Do you make a phowgraphic record of objects WIthin each temporary exhibition

gallay?_------------------------

Do you maintain records

llD

internal movcmell1 and rclocation of borrowed

objo::ts?_-------------...-,--------------

x

x
1--1--

Are security personnel stationed at all entrances and exits w the building during open hours? ..__.__.
Uno. explain:
_
5.15

Is every object entering or leaving the building signed in and out by security

5.16

Are the contents of bags. briefl:3ses. etc. checked upon exiIing?

pcsrnneI?-------------------_

x
x

'----

13

!
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5.17

lndic:lle tile positions/tiues of tilose individuals autilorized to sign for tile removal of museum
objccts from tile building:
Registrars. curators. preparators

5.18

Do you have a sign-inisign-om prcccdml: far gu:IIt1s and afIC"-hours per.;onn.el?
5.19

Y!"I

How many staff members have keys to exI.erior dooIs?
Speaf.yponlwnPa~

x

_

_

curators. catalogers. libra rians. maintenance
supervisor for building, reg~strars; entry ihto
bailciirzg i~ ~) lt8) gAI: or b1" 1d m iss i o p by rece~tionis
r

5.20

M pc:riodic exIaiorperim= checb of !he building cmicd 0U1?
Uye:s, by whan?
5.21

_

maintenance staff; caroentrv and building staff

DolDI-publ.iclllClSafyourbuilding?
your mtI (paid and volumeer) and special guem wear identifying badges when in

I-- l.-

x

_

.5Zl Do you havc3l1~disaszaplan?------------------

U so. haw fmlu.enLly is tile staff trained regarding this plan?_ _..;l3J1pnml.l.Jaa..1l,.J'""'y"--

.5.23

~I~

x

_

What emergency procedures me observed in the case of theft or vandalism?

_

report to securitv officer and New Orleans Police
Department

I Phvslcal
5.24

and ElectrOniC Svstemsl

r

Do you have an electronic: security aIann system in operation lhroughoul tile

Wilding?------------~------Uno. specify which areas me not proleClal:

5.25

What types of dcu:crion equipment is in operation
_x_ Magnetic ccnact

x

(~z·

all approprial~)

Motion

Inir.tred

PhOto electric ny

-A- Ulll"aSOnic
__ Sound

_

Weightlpr.ess

x

TV monitor/closed circuit

__ Olho:(spuify)

_

14
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5.26
527

Is your instimtian's security syslI:m Iisterl by Underwriters L:l.boraterics?

Who does your eleclItmic alarm sys= alc.n? ("z" ail appropriQl~)
x

In-house
Loc.:ll police -. direct line lif ALL sy:rz~ms do n.ollWUJmtJlically rqisll:r
uuiUau ",i"L:' ",lLS do n.ol)

QlI~ polic" SlfI"""

Alerts central monitoring station who in turn alerts security officer and
police

...!- UlJFM Ccnaal station I :rp~cify complJJly),_--.:C;..e..;r_t_i_f_i_e_d_S_e_c.:;u.:;r..;,i_t,;.y
_

5.28

_

_

Olh~lspecify),

00 exterim doors open di=1ly into the ICJlpamty exhibition 3IQ?
If yes. indi=locking mt:cllanism:

5.29

_

An: U= windows in tile ICJlpaary abibition gaI1crics?

_

If yes. wha1 type of physic:LI =urity (e.g.. ban. gateS. mch) is uscd?

_

5.30

An: all the building's exterior openings (including entry/exit doors. windows. roof doors
and air dlgs) SCCtll'Cd and. a.Iarmed?
...••_.
.•• _ _
Ifoo.expWn:
_

~.31

HowoflClla~yl)UrSCCllritysysu:mstested? annually(svstems alarm if malfunctioning)

Who undcrtake.s these tesrS1~C:.:;;e~r~t~i:.f:.ie::.;d::....

5.32

An: tests conducted 10 d=ine the adequacy and prompmess of human response
lDalannstgnals'!'

If yes. how frcqueru.ly?:_ _--l!Ol<!ee.el:Jk~JJ.;}II_'
5.33

An: glass or plexiglas cues available

to

proteCt fnIgile. small or extremely valuable

_

objc=?-------------------yes.
If

indi= ail appropriau:

_

WallIpcntw1cnt

_x_ Free-standing (specify colUlTUCrioll):

1.5

sealed wood and plexi

w

I

x·

x

_
_

An: =rds kept of all alann signals received. including time. dau:. location. action lakcn
andt:lmlCofalaml?'

r-H

_

Who is rcsponsible for lceeping these records? 'security officer
5.34

I

x;

_

:
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-y -

"

Secured with covc:mi ~ s

_ _ Secun:d with securilY screws
Seam.~ _,~ed

_ _ Al=cd (specify ryptJ
_

-

Other (specify),

_
-

_

If no. C3I1lhe cases be bcz1uwa1 orCOl1SlIllClai if needa1?

-

_

~l
I

5.35

Arc small wall-mOlmtcd objects affixed Ie the wallie maIce their removal difficull?._.•.. _ .. __•....•.•_.

If so. how? (e.g.. security pla1es. eu:.)_---'s;;..e;;..c;;..u;;..r;;..i;;..t;;.;:y-.:;p;.,;l;.,;a;;..t...;e....;s
5.36

How are large-framedwarlcs narmally hung?
sized picture hooks

-

y

_

liD" rings. ilL" hooks. or appropriately' - - ~,

5.37

Can fr.Imcd obj= be individually alarmcd?

5.38

Indic= methods ulilized Ie dc1C' public access Ie large exposed objccLS

_
_
--

stanchions; constant vigilance

5.39

-

IndicaLC the type and locanDn oC public activities in YOlD' building (other lhan exhibil.ions) and
describe the level oC security normally provided loans during these :l.Ctivilics:
_

researchers

usin~

reference room

6. HANDLING A!'iD PACKING

I--

6.1 Do you have P=OTUlCi av:Wable Cer loading and unIoading?

Ifycs,howmany?

Supervised by wbom?

x

_

I--

-

~4

6.2 Do you have SCIff spcc:ially aained Ie pack and unpacJc ObjCClS?
If yes. how many?
2;;.....

6.3

f

v

_

_

_

-'

-x -

collections manager

Arc writlCn incoming and outgOing condition ~ made on :ill objects? _.

If yes. by whom?

-

_

x

_

x

registration staff

6.4

Do prq:malCrS usc gloves. when approprialC. for handling objects?

6.5

Do you have lhc abiIi1y 10 build a:ues in-housc?

6.6

Is lIUIIing and framing carried 0U1 on yourpn:mises?

6.7

Is lIUIIing and framing C3ried out by your sraif?

Uno. indicalC bywhom:

_

v

_
_

_

16
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6.8

Does your institution have a van or truck appropriau: for trallSpOning obieas?----.-•••• -

II y~s. provide dimensions of: Door (H __4_'_
In~rior (L

Is lhe

~hic!

W~

lil...'.- W ~ Ceiling H .-W

. , yo all approprial~):

Air-ride
~ ~

controlled

_ _ Equipped wilh an alarm syStem
...:L-

6.9

For lhe movement of objects. which companies (cilher air or ground) have given
COnsisll:Ill..l y good and conscientious service lD your instiwuon:

COMPANY NAME
(1)

Equipped wilh movable straps

CONTAcr INDMDIJAL

Fine Arts Ex?ress

('2) Kid Glo"es
(3)

504-733-6765

peter Sather

_

(4)

_

7. INSURANCE
7.1

What company provides insur.mce for your instiwtion?
Name;

Henderson Philli?s Fine Art

Address:

5750 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles. CA 90036

Tclephone ;:
COnl3Ct individual:

Bill Allen
2 years; represented by Bill All n

How long have you carried insur.ulce with this company?.......s.-lt"'l"nrt:c""e-tt"'39"'i'7ilB-------7.3

Does your policy for borrowed objects provide: '
All-risksrand3rdc::u:lmDlS?
museum cover:age. wall-\O-wall (while on exhibit and in-transit). subject
Covc:1gcagainstburglary and thcfC
Covc'agcagainstfim?
CDvez3gc against rising w.w:ram waICr damagc?
Coverngc againstnawm.l disa= (i.e.. canhquak:c)?

lD

lhe
_

_
_
_

x
_

](
..,I . . . . .

7.4

What arc lhe applicable

non-Sl:III~ exclusions

of your policy?.-lo0...o....n..e

_

.. .

;, ':: ..
"-."

'

~-J

~ ... ~ ;"-.a:~

p~ ~.7i
7.5

What arc lhe deductible limits of cover:age?

17
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7.h Have !ben: been :my iDdivlduai damages or losses over SS.OOO to pcnn.ancnl, loaned or borrowed
cctlcctions inc:w=:1 during !be WI lhrcc ycus (whe1ber or not a ctUm was fi1ed)'!'
_
If yes. ~ !be d:11c of damage or lass. cm:urnst:I.Qa:S and c:IUSe.. l:X1CIlt of tbe d:1m.age 0: !os..s
(appr.llied \-:liue before :md afu:r loss). whe!ber tbere was litigation or subrogation to
deu:rmine blame or negiigence (add addilioruJi SMU. if na:l:Ssary).

Wlw. pm::wtians have now been undertak= to prevcm any Cunha' such incidentS?

_

,

.
;

;
""'\'.

--'

--.;...

8. LOAN HISTORY
8.1

List severa! LCmpcDry exhibitions you have hosted:
EXHmmON TID EIORGANIZING rnsnnmON
The Grand American Avenue; Oc~agon Museum

YEAR
1994

note: most of our changing exhibi~ions are generated from our own ~ollectio:
altnougn we aI~en Darrow spec~f~c ttems trom publiC and private lenders

8.2

List other instiwtions you have borrowed from ~tJy (induding year of IOalll:
Na~ional Archives
1988
1988
American An~iquarian Socie~y
Librarv of
Art

Ins~itu~e

1991

of Chicago

Museum of Modern
Cl~y

1988

Con~re9s

1991

Ar~

1992

Archives of Ams~erdam

Archives

na~ionales.

1993

Paris

Oc~agon Museum (and o~her lenders to Grand American

1994

Avenue)
Tulane

Universi~y.

Special Collections

18
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9. ADDITIONAL INfORMATION AND COMMENTS

10. VERIFICATION AND RESPONSIBILITY
TIlE UNDERSIGNED IS A LEGALLY AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR TIlE SUnJECT
INSTITUTION AND HAS COMPLETED THIS REPORT.
THE INFORMATION
INDICATED PROVlDES A COMPLETE AND VAUD REPRESENTATION OF THE
FACILITY. SECURITY SYSTEMS AND CARE PROVIDED OnJECTS mOTII OWNED AND
BORROWED).
5igruuun:
TyperlNamc

Priscilla Lawrence

Title

Collecrions

Institution

Historic New Orleans Collection

Mana~er

Date

NOTICE
IT IS UNDERSTOOD TIlAT THE INFORMATION INDICATED IN TIllS FORM IS
CRITICALLY C""''''"'''''~··· ._~.:- '~'ILL l!:: USED BY TIlE POTENTIAL LENDING
INSTITUTION ONLY IN EVALUATING FAClUTIES FOR LOAN REQUESTS AND IN
PREPARING APPUCATIONS FOR INDEMNITY. TIllS FORM MUST BE STORED IN A
SECURE LOCATION AND NO COPIES ARE TO BE MADE OR DISTRInU'TED WITHOUT
TIlE EXPRESS CONSENT OF THE SUBJECT INSTITUTION.

19

ArrACIIMENT:
STAFF ANI) MAjOn CONTRACrORS
AlIac:hmfnt rage I

" rh~ J,(Jffing Information rtqutJ'td btlow:

,ON

NAME

Dr

TITLE

Ion Kukla

Director

TF.LF.rIlONE
NUMIIEH

_ _ _ _ JOn STATUS /".I" 'l'proprio!.1
FliU.
r,\RT
CONTRACTOR
TIM F.
rI \' E
(lndicat. CompallyIOr,tUUflJllow,J

(Wl504-59B-7120_x__

\Ce

110

,r

Kathy Slimp

Security H1~g~04-598-71~
and Financl3
AdministraQIl£ 504-

Priscilla Lawrence

Collection~~see attachment pg. 2

Manager

110
Theresa LeFevre

Registrar ('ir'lj04-59B-712_)_x_
lor flanuscriptS
UILO

(WI

00

--_._---

{WI

00

_

SPECIALITY

Allachmenl rage 1

I'royide Ihe sIqffing Informallon rtquesled bdow:
1011 STATUS C"," APDf'lJ'!ia/"
/'OSITION

Shlpp1nl'
IlHrhlnl

NAME

TITLE

TELEPlillNE Fllt.l.
NIIMUiC"
T'ME

PART

co~rRACTOR

T' M"

Iindiea!t Compan,'Or'lJ1tiraJiOll)

Priscilla Lawrence

Collections
Manager

'wP04-598-7127

x__

John Lawrence

Director of 'W]04-598-7114
Museum Programs

x__

omCH

Curalor

UO
Mark Cave

Exhibition
Cllrator.

,W\ 504 598-71lL...K....-

_

Researc~ AsstH~O~

Alfred Lemmon
Cunsrrnlor

504-598-7124 x

Curator of
Manuscripts

(WI
UILO

_

'WI
UIL
O

CUllums
IIruhr

_

(WI

uu...I1
(Wl

"0

_

sn:CIAI.Il'V
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HISTORlC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
MAY 8.1997
The Historic New Orleans Collection's institutional mission embraces the preservation
of materials documenting the history and culture of New Orleans and Louisiana and the
maintenance of its historic buildings. research facilities, museums. and Williams
Residence. In the event that an emergency or disaster threatens or strikes the Collection,
execution by the staff of the measures outlines in this disaster plan should constitute
institutional response (appropriate to severity of a potential threat or an actual disaster) to:
I) assure the safety of all personnel and visitors. and
2) preserve and secure collections and facilities in priority of significance.
-Jon Kukla. Director
May 8,1997

Emergency operations will be carried out with the following staff assignments: each staff
will be considered a comminee head and responsible for the areas described below:

Emergency Plan Coordinator:

Jon Kukla, Director
7120 or 865-7157

Assesses the need for the Emergency Plan and declares it to be operational when
necessary; notifies the Board of emergency status: directs the staff and all
operations while the Collection is in emergency status: determines the end of the
state of emergence: single spokesperson for media (secondary, John Lawrence).

Personnel:

Mimi Calhoun
7134 or 895- 7886
Pat Brady
7173 or 895-0239

Responsible for accounting for all staff members during an emergency; maintains
phone records for staff including person to notify in case of injury; gets medical
care for injured staff: deploys staff to pre-assigned duties.
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Visitor Safet}':

Pat Cromiller
7141,01,11 or 887-7285

Accounts for all visitors: supervises evacuation of visitors: deals with medical
emergencies,

Securit},:

Kath~' Slimp
7136 or 945-8718

Responsible for security of site and maintaining buildings. Responsible for all
distribution of equipment and supplies.

Buildings:

Mimi Calhoun
7134 or 895-7886
Larry Falgoust
7157 or 466-3539

Responsible for physical integrity of buildings. coordinates all logistical support
for buildings in emergency operations.

Collections:

Priscilla Lawrence
7127 or 944-7995

Coordinates efforts among divisions and at all sites for securing permanent and
loan collections in storage and on display and. if necessary, for salvage.
preservation. and restoration: responsi ble for general supervision 0 f transportation
and packing activities. storage arrangements. and documentation of movement
and treatment.
John Lawrence. Curatorial
Alfred Lemmon. Manuscripts
Pamela Arceneaux, Library

7114 or 944-7995
7124 or 895- 7806
7118 or 834-1757

The preparators and registrars will be considered a floating team to help each
collection division as needed,
Doug MacCash
Steve Sweet
Warren Woods
Theresa Le Fevre

7153 or 949-0853
71550r488-5138
7129 or 948-7785
7123 or 895-1961
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Collection Records:

Priscilla Lawrence
7127 or 944-7995
Alfred Lemmon
7124 or 895-7806

Coordinate securing of accession records for each division; responsible for
ongoing program of preparing microfilm copies of essential documentation and
securing those copies in an off-site location.
Administrative Records:

Kathy Slimp
7136 or 945-8718

Coordinates securing of financial and persOlmeJ records.

Photographic Records and Equipment:

Jan Brantley
7128 or 861-0097

Secures negati ves of accessioned material: responsible for locating security copies
off-site: secures photographic equipment: provides photo documentation after an
emergency.

Computer Systems:

Chuck Patch
7116 or 861-0577

Responsible for securing the backup data for QUIXIS; coordinates the security of
computer hardware and the preparation of backup files.
Gift Shop:

Sue Laudeman
7154 or 897-0804

Coordinates the security of the gift shop inventory.
Security and

Floa~ing Team:

Kathy Slimp
7136 or 945-8718
The maintenance staff headed by the financial and security administrator will be
considered a floating team to help all comminees as needed.
Team:

Beatrice Shanchell
Thinh Phi
Benjamin Rodriguez
Kelvin Joseph
Marlon Clark

527-9263 or
529-0037 or
527-7597 or
521-3587 or
521-1469 or

949-0934
340-5955
361-0922
241-4483
340-6758
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EMERGENCY PREVENTION STRATEGIES

A. Emergency Preparedness Week- First Week In May

1. Check the hurricane plans and update if necessary. If
there are changes, make new copies and send changes to aJ I staff
members.
') Review individual responsibilities throughout plan.
3. Inventory and check all disaster supplies. Restock if
necessary.

B.

Buildings (See Appendix A for maintenance checklist)
1. Weekly
a. Check exit signs to make sure they are lighted.
b. Test emergency back-up lighting
.., Quarterly
a. Note any new collection priorities.
b. Check hazardous materials storage to make sure locations
are safe. Update floor plans to mark storage locations.
c. Check and replenish first aid supplies.
d. Test fire alarms.
e. Test smoke detectors.
f. Test burglar alarms.

l02
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3. Annually
a. Update location maps.
b. Check and recharge fire extinguishers.
c. Inspect lighting systems.
d. Inspect electrical systems.
e. Inspect plumbing systems.

f. Conduct disaster drill.
C. Collections
1. Make sure that all collections not on display are stored
properly with appropriate protective covers or boxes.
2. Make sure that all collections needing to be refiled are
properly protected before each day's closing.
D. Williams Research Center
1. Maintain microfilm copies of vital records of the division and
institutions off-site.
2. Maintain duplication and archival copy of microfilms of
manuscripts collections off-site.
3. Maintain high-priority collections in specially designated areas
with glow stickers. As cataloging continues, detennine which
material should be added to that category.
4. Maintain security copies of finding aids.
5. Check disaster packs in first floor vault and second floor vault.
Free standing flashlights, polyethylene sheeting, etc. should be onsite at all times.
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COMMUNICATION TREE

1. In the event of an in house emergency during working hours,
i.e. fire, water pipe break, accident, call Executive Director Jon
KukJa at 7120 to receive further instructions. Jon Kukla will call Mimi
Calhoun and Kathy Slimp.
..,

If Jon Kukla is unavailable, Call Security Officer and Financial
Administrator Kathy Slimp at 7136 to receive additional instructions.

3. If time permits, notify the departments affected:
533 Royal, 714 Toulouse
718 Toulouse,722 Toulouse
724-726 Toulouse

John Lawrence at 7124
or Priscilla Lawrence at 7127
or Doug MacCash at 7153

533 Royal Gift Shop

Sue Laudeman at 7154 or 7147

414 Chartres

Alfred Lemmon at 7124
or John Magill at 7113

521 Tchoupitoulas

Fred Smith at 7121

Computer Systems in all
buildings

Chuck Patch at 7116
or Kate Holliday at 7105

In the event of an emergency after hours the following procedure
applies to all HNOC buildings:
Fire alarm: The guard responds by going to the building and calls
the staff member on beeper duty. The guard is the only person to
call the staff member. Both the guard and the staff member will respond to
the fire alarm.
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Other alarms: The guard responds by going to the building and if
there is an incident, calls the staff member on beeper duty. The
guard is only person to call the staff person. Staff member responds in
person to assess the situation, then takes appropriate action, i.e. calling for
further staff support. Staff member proceeds with visual inspection for
missing items and secures buildings.
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VISITOR SAFETY

Advance Preparations:

1. The telephone list is distributed to docent staff by Mimi
Calhoun.
2. Docents should be trained to remove visitors from any
building.
3. Instruct all docents in emergency procedures.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
FIRE
Inform telephone desk via walkie-talkie. Escort visitors out of the
building as quickly as possible. Account for all visitors.
(Evacuation routes and meeting places are listed in each building
section.)

ILLNESS
The docents shouln be alert to any warning of illness - such as
change in color, shortness of breath, or fatigue - in guests
touring the Historic New Orleans Collection. Seat the person.
Do not administer first-aid. If the situation appears to warrant
immediate medical anention, call 911 for an ambulance.
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ACCIDENTS
Do not attempt first-aid or to move a visitor who has fallen. Do
not discuss the cause of the accident or conditions that might have
contributed to the accident. Do not say "I'm sorry", remain
neutral. Call 911 for medical attention.

ROBBERY
In case of an attempted hold-up at the Historic New Orleans
Collection, staff members are to offer no resistance to the
demands for money or art objects. All items are insured. When
it is safe to use a telephone, dial 911. The police should
arrive immediately.

VANDALISM
Staff members should not attempt to escort inebriated visitors
out of the building or subdue persons engaged in acts of
vandalism against the Collection. Proceed to a telephone and
dial 911.
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BOMB THREAT

If the bomb threat is delivered by telephone:
Listen carefully to details of the threat and write down the information.
Record the threat on the answering machine if possible.
Attempt to keep the caller talking long enough to answer pertinent
questions from bomb threat report. (See Appendix B for form.) .
• Silently alert co-worker to call police or call police immediately after the
caller hangs up.

•
•
•

If the bomb threat is delivered by mail:
• Place the letter in a clean plastic bag; do not handle it further.
• Note any information concerning its receipt.
Always:
• Inform the Director, Jon Kukla 7120 and/or the security officer, Kathy
Slimp 7136 of the threat. Ifany of these circumstances occur at 414
Chartres Street, call Alfred Lemmon at 7124.
• Alert the police, call 911.
• Calmly evacuate the buildings and grounds immediately.
• If a bomb is found, ask police to allow staff to drape nearby objects with
heavy blankets. If the police do not allow staff near the bomb, ask the
police to drape the objects for you.
• Remember, only the Director talks to the media.
In
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case of an Explosion:
Take cover under a table or desk.
Be prepared for possible further explosions.
Stay away from windows, mirrors, overhead fixtures, filing cabinets,
bookcases, etc.
Evacuate calmly when directed, assist disabled persons.
Do not move seriously injured persons, unless they are in immediate
danger (fire, building collapse, etc.)
Open doors carefully, be wary of falling objects.
Do not use elevators.
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EMERGENCY RESOURCES

Ambulance
911
Fire and Emereenc"
911
Fire Department
565-7833
Police (non-ememencv)
821-2222
NOPD off-duty detail John Calico
82/-2414 ex. 655
home
277-9368
beeper
528-4409
John Montalbano
82/-?414 ex. 655
beeper
528-0076
Criminal Sheriff (Orleans Parish)
Civil Sheriff
5?3-6143
Civil Defense (see Office of Emer. Prep.. State)
Office of Ememenc" ManaQement - City
Bob Eicchorn. Director. Charlie Ireland. Deputv Director
565-7200
(504) 34?-5470
Office of Emergencv Preparedness - State
Mavor's Office. Administration
565-6400
Mavor's Office of Public Advocacv
565-7115
(504) 342-70J5
Governor's Office
FEMA (Federal EmerQencv ManaQement Agencv)
(800) 46?-9029
Headquarters Office
(817) 898-9399
Reeion VI: AR. LA. NM .OK
(Denton. TX)
National Weather Service
(504) 388-5021
Southern ReQion Climate Center (Baton Rouge)
(816) 426-5922
National Severe Storms Forecast Center
u.S. Coast Guard. Command Center
Transportation Disaster Response
(local)
589-6225
(800) 899-7339
Red Cross Help Line
BUILDINGS RESOURCES
Architects

Janitorial Services
Electrician
Equipment Rental

Peter Trapolin
home
Davis Jahncke
home
RJ. Dvkes
AC Electric. Sal Macaluso
Gravthan
Ag!:!reko (for a.e.- generators. dehumidifiers)

523-?772
865-9261
899-6271
897-2156
581-?889
279-7387
835-0107
733-0555
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BUILDING RESOURCES, CONT.
Insurance
Locksmith
Pest Control
Plumber
Roofer. Roval
Roofer. Chartres
Roofer. Tchoup
Plasterers
HV AC
Fire/Securitv Svstems
Halon
Sprinklers
Telephone/Computer
Elevator. Roval # I
main stair
Elevator. Roval #2
carnaQewav
Elevator .Wms.Res
dumbwaiter
Elevator Chartres
Elevator. Tchoup.

SedQwick James ofN.O .. Inc.. Leonard G. Tubbs. Jr
Mark Franko
Mr B Services. Inc.. Rene Bourl!eois
Louisiana PlumbinQ. Dan R\'an
Brennan's Roofinl! Services

523- 7 500
431-8556
734-7575
947-1191

Guarantee Sheet Metal Works
VanderQriff
Johnson Controls. Inc.
Certified Securitv
SoTec
Merit Sorinkler Companv
Libertv Communications
MontQomerv Elevator Co.

466-3749
467-8100
831-7711
733-3337
464-6236
466-7810
368-6200

American Crescent
Otis Elevator Co.

835-8452

Dover Elevator Co.

733-6148

COLLECTIONS RESOURCES
Recover; assistance
Collections

C onservators
Book/paper

PaintinQ

PhOIOl!raphs

Kid Gloves. Inc.
Ron Grose (chandeliers)
Ellis S. Joubert (metals)

733-6765
831-1669
899-1746

Christine Smith
(703) 836-7757
Northwest Document Conservation Center
(508) 470-10 I0
(212) 873-3400 ex.287
Alan Balicki
home
(718) 855-1723
Jim Stroud
(512) 471-9117
Chris Young
(615) 227-0538
Richard White
524-6508
CYnthia Stow
(615) 269-3868
Barrv Bauman
(312) 944-540 I
PerrY Huston
(817) 595-4131
Claire Barrv
(212) 737-4786
Louise Beeson (and frame)
241-7587
Tom Edmondson
(816) 931-0008
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COLLECTIONS RESOURCES, CONTo
Connie McCabe
Textile
.I

Object

General
Insurance

Recoverv services/
StoraQe facilirv

Adjunct Staff

Brvce Revelev
home
Jessica Hack
Marlene Jaffe
Mercedes Whitecloud
Shellev Paine
Chris Thomson
Barbara Roberts
Ken Eschete
Getty Conservation Institute
Henderson-Phillips. William B. Allen
Sedgwick James ofN.O..Inc.
Leonard G. Tubbs. Jr.

(202) 546-8631
895-5628
895-7003
366-0786
523-7006
947-8128
(615) 24 1 -0979
(617) 891-1985
(106) 281-9090

897-3179
(?13) 82 1 -2"99
(213) 933-3770
523- 1 500

(800) 433-2940
BMS Catastrophe. "4 hr. hotline
525-2001
CBD Securitv Archive
944-4400
New Orleans Cold Storage
943-2000
Gallagher Transfer and StoraQe Co.. Garv BrowninQ
366-8330
Louisiana BindinQ Service. Pat Williams
(609) 546-0777
American Freeze-Drv, Inc..Audubon. NJ
(800) 4 DRYING
Document Reprocessors
(415) 362-1290
or
San Francisco. CA
(800) 843-7284
M.F. Bank Restoration Co..Atlanta. GA
Midwest Center for Stabilization
(708) 679-4752
& Conservation. Pat King
(404)
24"-0935
Moisture Control Services. Atlanta. GA
(312) 747-6660
Wei To Associates. Inc.
Pat Bacot
Fave Phillips
Don Morrison
Robert Brantlev
Jack Calhoun

(504) 388-4003
(504) 388-6568
(504) 388-6568
861-0097
895-7886
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SUPPLIES
Each building should be supplied with:
• first aid kits
• one plastic garbage can
• flashlights and baneries
• polyethylene sheeting
• weights for plastic sheeting
• basic tool kit- hammer, prybar, screwdrivers, pliers/wire cutters, utility
knife, scissors, heavy duty staple gun, staples, nails
• trashcan liners (small, medium and large), twist ties
• package sealing tape
• duct tape
• magic markers
• cotton gloves
• surgical gloves
• particle masks
• instant camera, film
• rubbennaid tubs
• cloth diapers
• walky-talkies
• paper, pencils
Supplies to purchase when threat is imminent:
• additional rubbennaid tub for storage
•
•
•
•
•

fans
push brooms for water removal
additional flashlights, extra baneries
bonled water
plywood

Supplies to rent when threat is imminent:
•
•
•
•

pumps
generators
dehumidifiers
communication devices
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FIRE PREVENTION

If a fire is discovered by personnel and not by an alann call the Fire
Department 565- 7833 or 911.
All staff members must become familiar with procedures to be followed in
case of fire. The safety of staff and visitors is the highest priority. Each
staff member should be familiar with the location of fire extinguishers in
their work area. It is imperative that each staff member know the exit plan
for the floor of their work area. See floor plans for each building and each
floor at the end of each building in Disaster Preparedness.
As a matter of regular procedure, practice preventative measures for fire
safety to avoid the conditions which might produce a fire - congregations of
paper, faulty electrical connections, etc. Report any trouble signs
immediately.
Note which areas have halon fire suppression systems. Halon is a
pressurized system, releasing the gas at an extremely high velocity. Any
light weight objects will be blown off tables, shelves, etc. Be aware of the
location of the nozzles that emit the gas and minimize your proximity to
these areas. Evacuate the area immediately,
Be familiar with the location of the fire extinguishers in your work area in
case of a localized fire. You can attempt to extinguish it yourself or call for
assistance.
Class A extinguishers are for paper, wood, textiles, ordinary combustibles.
The agents in these extinguishers are water, soda acid, or dry chemical.
Class B extinguishers are for flammable liquids, grease.
The agents in these extinguishers are dry chemical, foam, and carbon
dioxide.
Class C extinguishers are for electrical equipment.
The agents in these extinguishers are carbon dioxide, dry chemical, regular
and vaporizing liquid.
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HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS
Tune radios to 870 AM or 101.9 FM for weather information and
evacuation information.
HURRICANE SCALE
CATEGOR Y PRESSURE
(Millibar)

WINDS
(mph)

SURGE
(ft)

Category I:
Category 2:
Category 3:
Category 4:
Category 5:

74 - 95
96 - 110
III - 130
131-155
> 155

4-5
6-8
9 - 12
12 - 18
>18

980 or more
965 - 979
945 - 964
920 - 944
< 920

DAMAGE

Minimal
Moderate
Extensive
Extreme
Catastrophic

In the event of a hurricane, the buildings and the collections will be secured according to
the threat posed by the strength and path of the storm. The Director (Emergency Plan
Coordinator) will call together key persormel to determine the extent of preparations.
Staff assignments will be made according to the plans made by each division and by each
committee head as outlined on pages 4-6.

HURRICANE TRACK: when the course of a hurricane is established as
a possible threat 72-48 hours prior to landfall.
•

Alert the staff to "watch" condition.

•
•
•

Make sure the phone list is accurate.
Determine which staff are available for preparation.
Determine which staff will be evacuating city; coordinate those staying in town for
assessing damage after stonn.

•

Check supply stockpiles; replace any items necessary; gather additional emergency
proVISIOns.

•
•
•
•

Back up computer files.
Secure collections records.
Acquire adequate cash for post emergency expenses.
The Collections Manager will report on loan collection materials and make
recommendations as to whether or not they pose a significant enough risk that they
should be returned.
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HURRICANE WATCH: issued when threat of hurricane conditions are within
48-24 hours. [Category 1. 2. 3 storm. direct hit (possibility of eye passing within
50 miles of downtown New Orleans) or Category 4 or 5 storm with eye passing
within 100 miles of New Orleans.)

•

Close facilities. remove public.

•

Move collections away from exterior openings: place small loose items in cabinets or
drawers.

•

Everyone is responsible for securing own work area:
a. clear all loose work into filing cabinets.
b. clear all work tables completely.
c. cover all shelves and vital equipment with plastic and tape down.

•

Secure building by closing exterior shutters; installing plywood over windows
without shutters. Precut plywood is stored at 512 Tchoupitoulas Street and 533
Royal Street Attic.

•

Move plants and outdoor furniture to tunnel interiors: secure garden sculpture.

•

Go Home.

HURRICANE WARNING: A direct hit is eminent

•

History galleries: move collections to structural centers of building.

•

Williams gallery: move all exhibit collections to second floor of Merieult House.

•

Williams residence: Follow general instructions for priority object moving.

•

Counting House: Move paintings to second floor Merieult House: drape Olivier
Sisters with polyester sheeting.

•

Permanent Collections storage: Secure collections according to priority list for each
building and for the Williams Residence.: use waterproof containers for small
objects; secure collections in first floor areas by moving to high shelves or to a
second floor area as time permits.

•

Loan collection storage (registration): move collections to high shelves; place all
collections in cabinets or drawers, racks or shelves.

•

Warehouse collections storage: make sure collections are moved away from exterior
openings.
Secure buildings by closing exterior shutters: installing plywood over openings
without shutters; open some windows in each buildings.

•
•
•

Secure plants. outdoor furniture. and garden sculpture.
Secure off site exhibitions: Antoine's, Brennan's. McGee School. Times- Picayune.

•

Go Home.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
533 ROYAL STREET

DEPARTMENT HEADS:
John Lawrence 7124 or 944-7995
Priscilla Lawrence 7127 or 944- 7995

General:
•
•
•

•

•

Unplug electrical units that could be damaged by power surge. This
includes computers, fans. lamps. etc.
Make sure all fire and security systems are functioning properly. Make
sure back up lighting system is functioning.
Post locations for fire extinguishers, fire suppression systems. flashlights.
supplies. and first aid kits. Marked floor plans for this building
follow this building section of the disaster plan.
Notify Certified Security Company 833-771 1 and SoTec 734-2300 of staff
on call and staff on beeper response. Tell companies when
buildings will be free of all visitors (excluding staff).
Each staff person is responsible for his/her work space. Clear off desk and
unplug electrical equipment.

FIRE:
At the sound of the Fire Alarm:
Docents:
•

Docents should announ~e to all visitors: "This may be a fire drill or an actual fire.
will escort you out of the building. Please follow me."

•

The docent at the front desk should usher all visitors out of the Williams Gallery and
close the door behind her. DO NOT LOCK THE DOOR. Assemble across Royal
Street. Make sure no one re-enters the building.

•

Docents conducting tours in the History Galleries are to exit through the last gallery
or the first gallery. Proceed to Royal Street through the carriageway or to Toulouse
Street through the Williams Residence carriageway.
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Staff:
• As you leave your work area. close all doors. but do not lock them. At each closed
door. feel the door with the back of your hand before opening. Close the door behind
you.
•

If there is time. tum off all lights and unplug all electrical equipment. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES are staff members to congregate in any of the office areas to
await colleagues.

•

EXIT 1M MEDIA TEL Y, USE THE STAIRS. DO NOT USE THE ELEV ATORS.

It is important to assemble immediately across Royal Street no matter which exit you use.
so that the department heads can account for all persormel and visitors. making sure the
building has been evacuated.
Department heads report to the Director. who will speak directly to the Fire Department.

HURRICANE:
Building Preparations: Overseen by Mimi Calhoun 7134
I.

First Floor
•

Cover windows with plywood, precut plywood is stored in the attic of 533
Royal Street.

•

Close and secure shutters.

•

Move items away from windows.

•

Move plants and outdoor furniture into carriageway.

•

Move mats from courtyard into carriageway.

•

Clear catch basins .

.,

Second Floor
•
Close and secure shutters over windows. Tape glass in windows that do
not have shutters.
•
Move items away from windows.
•
Move mats to interior.

3.

Third Floor
•
Close shutters on dormers.
•
Clear electrical room/HV AC Room ..
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Collection Preparations: Overseen by John Lawrence 7114, Priscilla Lawrence 7127
and Doug MacCash 7153.

History Galleries:
•
Remove items in Galleries 4. 5 and 6 (facing Royal Street) and secure
them in Galleries 2.3.7 .8 and 9 (further in).
•
Remove all objects that sit on tables and open shelves ( If time permits.
place in boxes) place under tables or in stair landing in Gallery 3.
Williams Gallery:
•
•
•

Remove objects to Director's Gallery on second floor.
If time permits, send all loan objects back to the appropriate owner.
If loaned works remain on the premises. place objects on loan in Williams
Collection Vault. Publications Vault. or cabinet in registration.

Merieult House Attic:
•

Relocate stacked paintings in temporary storage to History Galleries not
facing Royal Street and the Director's Gallery.

AdministrationlFoundation Records: Overseen by Kathy Slimp 7136:
•
•

Secure up-to-date computer back-up diskettes to Tchoupitoulas building.
If the Tchoupitoulas building is not an option. secure up-to-date computer
back-up diskettes to another off premises location and notify
Director and Chief Financial Officer.
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Shop: Overseen by Sue Laudeman 7154
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Close out register and back-up AREA system: turn cash register to ··off·
position: unplug printer. register. line tamer and Omron.
Remove all valuable items from lower shelves in shop; store on higher
shelves.
Remove estate jewelry and valuable silver pieces from cases: store in old
library vault or in locked tile cases in attic offices.
Cover print case. jewelry case. Gallier House vitrine and book area book cases
with plastic.
Remove all money, checks. and charge slips from register and locked desk
drawer; store in locked file cabinet in attic office.
Unplug all electrical outlets in shop.
Close gift wrap area and lock shop.
Secure Omni Royal Orleans display.
Remove everything from the floor of the UPS closet; store in shop candle
room.
Back up Sue Laudeman' s WP files: store diskettes in locked metal file cabinet
in attic office; cover desk. typewriter and computer in plastic.
Cover attic storage shelves with plastic in storage area behind elevator room:
do not store anything in elevator mechanic' s room.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
71 .. TOULOUSE STREET

DEPARTMENT HEADS:
Priscilla Lawrence 7127 or 944- 7995
Jan Brantley 7128. 3146 or 861-0097
Theresa LeFevre 7123 or 895-2962

General:
•
•
•

•

•
•

Unplug electrical units that could be damaged by power surge. This
includes computers, fans. lamps. etc.
Make sure all fire and security systems are functioning properly. Make
sure back up lighting system is functioning.
Post locations for fire extinguishers, fire suppression systems. flashlights.
supplies, and first aid kits. Marked floor plans for this building
follow this building section of the disaster plan.
Notify Certified Security Company 833-7711 and SoTec 734-2300 of staff
on call and staff on beeper response. Tell companies when
buildings will be free of all visitors (excluding staff).
Each staff person is responsible for his/her work space. Clear off desk and
unplug electrical equipment.
Identify and remove all stored flammable materials.

FIRE:
•

As you leave your work area. close all doors. but do not lock them. At each closed
door. feel the door with the back of your hand before opening. Close the door behind
you.

•

If there is time. tum off all lights and ~nplug all electrical equipment. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES are staff members to congregate in any of the office areas to
await colleagues.

•

EXIT IMMEDlATELY. USE THE STAIRS. DO NOT USE THE ELEV ATORS.

It is important to assemble immediately across Royal Street so that the depanment heads
can account for all personnel and visitors. making sure the building has been evacuated.
Department heads report to the Director. who will speak directly

to

the Fire Department.
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HURRICANE:
Building Preparations: Overseen by Mimi Calhoun 7134

1.

First Floor
Close and secure shuners.
a
Leave on 4th row lights in Photography room.
a
Move planter pots to comers.
a
Anchor outdoor furniture or move it to carriageway.
a

2.

Second Floor
Close and secure shutters in walkover. outer office of registration and
vault.

a

3.

Third Floor
a
Any building preparation needed will be secured by curatorial and systems
staff.

Photography: Overseen by Jan Brantle)' 7128,3146
a

a

a

a

Check location of Polaroid camera and supply of film in the desk outside
of darkroom. Make sure the camera is on hand at all times.
Secure negatives by elevating lower negative drawers and move files away
from windows.
Secure photographic equipment by packing cameras and lights in their
cases. and elevate all equipment.
Photograph disaster preparations in other departments.

Registration Offices: Overseen by Priscilla Lawrence 7127
Outer Office:
a
a

a

Cover file bank in center of room with polyetheylene sheeting.
Objects whose recording is in process should be stored in a flat file cabinet
if possible.
Prioritize objects to move into storage. Move what is small.
irreplaceable. has a high monetary value. and is historically
significant.
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•

Prioritize objects to move into storage. Move what is small,
irreplaceable, has a high monetary value, and is historically
significant.

Registration Inner Office and Vault:

•
•

•

Remove all objects from processing table top.
Cover processing table with polyethylene sheeting. Be sure to cover down
to the floor as to protect all temporary storage boxes on shelf
beneath table.
Cover paintings in stacks with polyethylene sheeting.

Collection Manager's Office/Collection Storage: Overseen by Priscilla Lawrence
7127

•
•

Remove all works on table to storage.
Remove storage boxes from top of shelves and place in shelves.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
718 TOULOUSE STREET
Williams Residence

DEPARTMENT HEADS:
Insert Curator once hired and back up (Priscilla?)

General:
•
•
•

•

Unplug electrical units that could be damaged by power surge. This
includes fans, lamps. etc.
Make sure all fire and security systems are functioning properly. Make
sure back up lighting system is functioning.
Post locations for fire extinguishers. fire suppression systems. flashlights.
supplies, and first aid kits. Marked floor plans for this building
follow this building section of the disaster plan.
Notify Certified Security Company 833-7711 and SoTec 734-2300 of staff
on call and staff on beeper response. Tell companies when
buildings will be free of all visitors (excluding staff).

FIRE:
Docents:
•

Docents should announce to all visitors: "This may be a fire drill or an actual fire.
will escort you out of the building. Please follow me."

•

Docents and visitors touring the Williams Residence are to exit through the Royal
Street carriageway. If the Royal Street exit is blocked. proceeu through the Williams
Residence and exit through the carriageway to Toulouse Street. There are rwo exits
on the second floor - the door at the top of the stairs will lead to Dr. Kukla' s office
and Royal Street and the door in the hallway next to the bathroom will lead to the
third floor of the maisonette and Royal Street.

Staff:
• As you leave your work area. close all doors. but do not lock them. At each closed
door. feel the door with the back of your hand before opening. Close the door behind
you.
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•

If there is time. turn ofT all lights and unplug all electrical equipment. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES are staff members to congregate in any of the office areas to
await colleagues.

•

EXIT IMMEDIATEL Y, USE THE STAIRS. DO NOT USE THE ELEV ATORS.

It is important to assemble immediately across Royal Street. no matter what exit you use.
so that the department heads can account for all persormel and visitors. making sure the
building has been evacuated.

Department heads report to the Director. who will speak directly to the Fire Department.

HURRICANE:
Building Preparations: Overseen by Mimi Calhoun 7134
•
Close and secure all interior and exterior shutters.
•
Move all plants and baker's rack into the 722 carriageway.
•
Close all draperies.

Collection Preparations: Overseen by Curator
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure objects by priority: according to irreplacability, high monetary
value, and historic significance.
Box tea caddies, Brighton Pavillion box. jade desk set and ceramics in the
Drawing Room. Label box.
Move papier mache tables off of floor.
Move collections away from windows or turn fronts of case pieces away
from exterior openings.
Move first floor prioritized collections to second floor via elevator.
Elevate Georgian grandfather's clock and breakfast table in the Entry Hall.
Elevate sideboard and large first floor items that can not be moved easily.
Roll rug in Dining Room and place atop table and cover.
Bag linens on lower 5 shelves from Linen Closet.
Pack candlestick lamps from Powder Room.
Unplug lamps and move to interior space.
See Appendix C for a prioritized inventory list of the Williams Residence.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
722 TOULOUSE
Publications
General:
•
•
•

•

•

Unplug electrical units that could be damaged by power surge. This
includes computers, fans, lamps. etc.
Make sure all fire and security systems are functioning properly. Make
sure back up lighting system is functioning.
Post locations for fire extinguishers. fire suppression systems. flashlights.
supplies. and first aid kits. Marked floor plans for this building
follow this building section of the disaster plan.
Notify Certified Security Company 833- 7711 and SoTec 734-2300 of
staff on call and staff on beeper response. Tell companies when
buildings will be free of all visitors (excluding staff).
Each staff person is responsible for his/her work space. Clear off desk and
unplug electrical equipment.

FIRE:
--•

As you leave your work area. close all doors. but do not lock them. At each closed
door, feel the door with the back of your hand before opening. Close the door behind
you.

•

If there is time, turn off all lights and unplug all electrical equipment. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES are staff members to congregate in any of the office areas to
await colleagues.

•

EXIT IMMEDlATELY. through Toulouse Street carriageway if possible.

It is important to assemble immediately across Royal Street. no mater what exit you use,
so that the department heads can account for all personnel and visitors, making sure the
building has been evacuated.

Department heads report to the Director. who will speak directly to the Fire Department.
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HURRICANE:
Building Preparations: Overseen by Mimi Calhoun 7134

First Floor
•
•
•
•
•

Close and secure shuners.
Tape glass lights in door to project room.
Move items away from exterior walls.
Sandbag door to project room.
Move all plants and outdoor furniture into carriageway.

Second Floor
•
Close and secure shuners.
•
Tape doors and windows on rear of building.
Attic
•
•

Close and secure shutters.
Move stored items to first and second floor as appropriate.

Publications: Overseen by Pat Brady 7173

•
•

Elevate all work-in-process off of the floor.
Cover any open boxes with water resistant lid if available, or polyethylene sheeting.

Collections: Overseen by Priscilla Lawrence 7127
•

Move any collections

to

second floor vault.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
726-28 TOULOUSE
DEPARTMENT HEADS:
Doug MacCash 7153 or 949-0853
Larry Falgoust 7151 or 466-3539
General:

•
•
•

•

•

Unplug electrical unitS that could be damaged by power surge. This'
includes computers. fans. lamps. etc.
Make sure all fire and security systems are functioning properly. Make
sure back up lighting system is functioning.
Post locations for fire extinguishers. fire suppression systems. flashlights.
supplies, and first aid kits. Marked floor plans for this building
follow this building section of the disaster plan.
Notify Certified Security Company 833-7711 and SoTec 734-2300 of staff
on call and staff on beeper response. Tell companies when
buildings will be free of all visitors (excluding staft).
Identify all flammable products. Make sure that they are stored in a safe
place.

FIRE:
•

As you leave your work area. close all doors. but do not lock them. At each closed
door. feel the door with the back of your hand before opening. Close the door behind
you.

•

If there is time. tum off all lights and unplug all electrical equipment. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES are staff members to congregate in any of the office areas to
await colleagues.

•

EXIT IMMEDIATELY, use Toulouse Street exit if possible.

It is important to assemble immediately across Royal Street, no matter what exit you use.
so that the department heads can account for all personnel and visitors. making sure the
building has been evacuated.

Department heads report to the Director. who will speak directly to the Fire Department.
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HURRICANE:
Building Preparations: Overseen by Mimi Calhoun 7134
•
•

Close and secure shutters.
Move courtyard items into slave quaners.

Collections Preparations: Overseen by Doug MacCash 7153
•
•
•
•

Clear work table of an objects as much as possible. Place in flat file or
move to Registration.
Cover all works with polyethylene sheeting that can not be relocated.
Store all tools (causing damage ifairbome) under tables. in drawers.
away from unsecured open surfaces.
Check storage drawers and cabinets for stability. Move all drawers and
cabinets against interior walls.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS'
414 CHARTRES

WlLLIAMS RESEARCH CENTER

DEPARTMENT HEADS:
Alfred Lemmon 7124 or 895-7806
John Magill 7113 or
General:
•
•
•

•

•

Unplug electrical units that could be damaged by power surge. This
includes computers, fans. lamps. etc.
Make sure all fire and security systems are functioning properly. Make
sure back up lighting system is functioning.
Post locations for fire extinguishers. fire suppression systems. flashlights.
supplies, and first aid kits. Marked floor plans for this building
follow this building section of the disaster plan.
Notify Certified Security Company 833-7711 and SoTec 734-2300 of staff
on call and staff on beeper response. Tell companies when
buildings will be free of all visitors (excluding staff).
Identify all flammable products. Make sure that they are stored in a safe
place.

FIRE:
•

Evacuate all visitors. The receptionist should assist in verifying that all people on
visitor and service sign-in registers are accounted for.

•

As you leave your work area. close all doors. but do not lock them. At each closed
door, feel the door with the back of your hand before opening. Close the ~:.lor behind
you.

•

If there is time. turn off all lights and unplug all electrical equipment. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES are staff members to congregate in any of the office areas to
await colleagues.

•

EXIT IMMEDIATELY, USE THE STAIRS. DO NOT USE THE ELEVATORS.
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It is important to assemble immediately across Chartres Street so that the department
heads can account for all personnel and visitors. making sure the building has been
evacuated.
Department heads report to the Director. who will speak directly to the Fire Department.

HURRICANE:
Building Preparations: Overseen by Mimi Calhoun 7134
First Floor:
•
•
•
•
•

Shut all doors and interior shutters to all windows.
Cover main entranceway windows with precut plywood.
Cover semi-circular glass above front doorway with precut plywood.
Close and secure all accessways to the courtyard.
Move courtyard furniture to loading area.

Second Floor:
•
Close all interior shutters to windows in the reading room.

Manuscripts Preparation and Visitor Evacuation: Overseen by Alfred Lemmon
7124
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

In the event of an emergency the receptionist will evacuate all visitors from the
building. The sign in sheet should account for all research and maintenance
people of the premises. (See Appendix D for Guidelines for the Reception Desk.)
Cataloguers: Secure collections currently in process by moving them into vault space.
Appropriate Registrar: Secure acquisitions pending (loan collections) by moving them
into vault space.
Reading room supervisor: Secure reading room equipment.
Drape book stacks with polyethylene sheeting.
Curator of mini exhibit area, under direction from registration/preparation. move loan
items immediately to a vault.
All paintings opposite windows should be removed to a vault if there is time. This
will require scaffolding. If this is not an option. cover all paintings with
polyethylene sheeting.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
521 TCHOUPITOULAS STREET

General:
•
•
•

•

•

Unplug electrical units that could be damaged by power surge. This
includes computers, fans. lamps. etc.
Make sure all fire and security systems are functioning properly. Make
sure back up lighting system is functioning.
Post locations for fire extinguishers, fire suppression systems. flashlights.
supplies. and first aid kits. See Appendix for copies of the marked
floor plans.
Notify Certified Security Company 833-7711 and SoTec 734-2300 of staff
on call and staff on beeper response. Tell companies when
buildings will be free of all visitors (excluding staff).
Identify all flammable products. Make sure that they are stored in a safe
place.

FIRE:
•

As you leave your work area, close all doors. but do not lock them. At each closed
door. feel the door with the back of your hand before opening. Close the door behind
you.

•

If there is time. tum off all lights and unplug all electrical equipment. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES are staff members to congregate in any of the office areas to
await colleagues.

•

EXIT IMMEDlATEL Y, USE THE STAIRS, DO NOT USE THE ELEVATORS.
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HURRICANE:
Building Preparations: Overseen by Mimi Calhoun 713~
First Floor:
•

Make sure fire extinguishers are wall mounted.

Second Floor:
•
•
•

Check windows for cracks: make sure windows are locked.
Move items away from windows.
Check key box for keys to all doors. including elevators.

Collections Preparations: Overseen by Priscilla Lawrence 7127
•

Remove paintings from walls of the two office areas on the second Ooor. Place the
paintings in interior rooms.
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AFfER A DISASTER:
Collections:
I. Contact conservators immediately and bring on premises to advise on clean up
procedures.
2. After initial inspection by department head and one other department member.
appropriate staff member will be contacted.
3. Photograph and/or videotape the disaster site for insurance and conservation purposes.
4. Stabilize the environment so that temperature and humidity levels change as linle as
possible.
5. Begin salvage procedures using division priorities.
6. Inventory everything.
7. Handle all objects with extreme care; objects that look stable may have unseen
damage.
8. Keep handling of objects to a minimum: always wear conon or latex gloves.

Items not damaged:
If this category comprises the bulk of collections; leave them in place. If there is roof
damage and there is a threat of water damage. place print cases. boxes or the item itself in
a plastic can liner to prevent any damage. The items should be bagged and tagged "Not
Damaged". If most of the items have sustained some damage. isolate those that are intact
to the closest secure area that the situation permits.

Items damaged:
If a conservator has been contacted and is on premises, work with him or her to separate
and remove items which have been damaged. If no conservator is present. isolate items
by type, i.e., photographs, works on paper, paintings. 3D objects, etc. Assess the degree
of damage suffered (slight. moderate. heavy, complete). If the threat for funher damage
is still present, bag and tag items before securing them.
Wet microfilm should remain so pending professional salvage.
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APPENDIX A
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Maintenance
Checklist

Jan

Year

Fe

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

Sep

Oct

I

I
I

Nov

Dec

I·
I

I
I

b

Check exit signs
Test backup lights
Note new
collection
priorities
Note location of
hazardous
materials
Replenish first aid
supplies
Test fire alarms
Test smoke
detectors
Test burglar alarms
Update location
maps
Check fire
extinguishers
Inspect lighting
svstems
Inspect electrical
svstems
Inspect plwnbing
svstems
Conduct disaster
drill

I
I

I
I

r--

r---

r-----

r--

I---

r-----

r--

I---

r-----

~

r-----

I---

r--

I---

I---
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r-----

r---
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BOMB THREAT REPORT
1. Time and date of call:

2. Exact words of caller:

3. Do not interupt the caller except to ask the following:

4.

a.

When is the bomb going to explode?

b.

Where is the bomb right now?

c.

What kind of bomb is it?

d.

What does it look like?

e.

Where are you calling from?

f.

Why did you place the bomb?

As soon as caller hangs up, report to police.

After reporting to police:
a.

Did the caller appear to be familiar with the building?

b.

Voice characteristics of the caller:
Male

c.

-

Loud

- Female

_High

_ Young

-

Old

Fast

-

Stuner

Distinct

- Slurred

_Raspy

_Deep
Soft

Intoxicated

_Middle age

Speech:
Slow
Disorted

Nasal
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d.

Language:
Foul

e.

_Foreign

-

Other

Manner:
Rational

Calm
_Laughing

_Righteous

Incoherent

g.

_Low Intelligence

Accent:
Local

f.

Fair

_Intelligent

Backgound

- Coherent

- Deliberate

_Angry

- Irrational

Emotional

OIses:

Office Machines

_Factory Machines - Animals

Street Traffic

Music

_Airplanes

Trains
7. Any other information that you feel might be helpful to the police?

Name of Person who received the call
Signature of person who received the call

_
_
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PRIORITY LIST FOR REMOVING OBJECTS
718 TOULOUSE (WILLIAMS RESIDENCE)
DRAWING ROOM
• Coming covered jar made for Louisiana
• rang Dynasty funerary figures (72.13.1-4 WR)
• rang Dynasty equestian statues (72.28.1,2 WR)
• Victorian papier mache table (72.18 WR)
• Sung Dynasty funerary urn convened to lamp (72.26 WR)
• Queen Arme wing chair (72.21 WR)
• 2 pairs 18th c. Dutch side chairs (72.24.1,2 WR: 72.34.1,2 WR)
• 18th c. tilt top tea table (72.25 WR)
• George II tea table (72.43 WR)
• Table with liturgical vestment (72.3.1 WR)
• 1700 stool (72.20 WR)
• Pair bleached mahogany open arm chairs (72.39.1.2 WR)
• Wine cooler (72.22 WR)
ENTRY HALL
•
•
•
•

Pair Regency painted arm chairs (72.60.1.2 WR)
Victorian papier mache tilt top table (72.61 WR)
Pair Sheraton window benches (72.59.1.2 WR)
Wedgewood lamb (72.67 WR)

DINING ROOM
•
•
•

Dumb waiter (72.79)
Nested tables (72.85.1-3 WR)
Rug (72.88 WR)
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PRIORITY LIST FOR SALVAGE
according to value. rarity. replacability, significance and vulnerability of material
DRAWING ROOM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Victorian papier mache table (72.18 WR)
Chinoiserie comer cabinet (72.11 WR)
Table with liturgical vestment (72.3.1 WR)
Queen Anne wing chair (72.21 WR)
2 pairs 18th c. Dutch side chairs (72.24.1.2 WR; 72.34.1.2 WR)
Ovennantle mirror (72.35 WR)
rang Dynasty funerary figures (72.13.1-4 WR)
rang Dynasty equestian statues (72.28.1.2 WR)
Coming covered jar made for Louisiana
Sung Dynasty funerary urn converted to lamp (72.26 WR)
18th·c. tilt top tea table (72.25 WR)
George II tea table (72.43 WR)
1700 stool (72.20 WR)
Game table (72.31 WR)
Pair bleached mahogany open ann chairs (72.39.1,2 WR)
Wine cooler (72.22 WR)
Brighton Pavillion box (72.32 WR)

ENTRY HALL
• Pair Regency painted arm chairs (72.60.1.2 WR)
• Chaudet portrait plaque (display case) (72.45 WR)
• Georgian grandfather's clock (72.69 WR)
• Victorian papier mache tilt top table (72.61 WR)
• Pair Sheraton window benches (72.59.1,2 WR)
• Breakfast table (72.64 WR)
• Wedgewood lamp (72.67 WR)
• Pair wine buckets (72.63.1,2 WR)

DINING ROOM
• Rug (72.88 WR)
• Hepplewhite sideboard (72.72 WR)
• Hepplewhite chest-an-chest (72.83 WR)
• Dumbwaiter (72.79 WR)
• Nested tables (72.85.1-3 WR)
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STAIRWELL
• Hepplewhite cellarene (72.91 WR)
• George III drop leaf table (72.92 WR)
• curatorial maps
UPSTAIRS SITIlNG ROOM
• Irish tea table (72.164 WR)
• R. spice cabinets (72.193.1,2 WR)
• Drop leaf table (72.173 WR)
• Hepplewhite open ann chair (72.197 WR)
• Hepplewhite open ann chair (72.187 WR)
• Game table (72.167 WR)
• Game table (72.157 WR)
• Chinese porcelain pewter tea caddy (72.192 WR)
• Pro large globes (72.182.1,2 WR)
• Bombe chest (72.188 WR)
• Dr. Wall Worcester porcelain plates (72.168.1.2 WR)
• Pro Wedgewood lamps (72.161.1.2 WR)
• Jesuit ware (72.169.1-8 WR)
• Bedstair (72.171 WR)
MORNING ROOM
• Tea table (72.227 WR)
• Open ann chair (72.291 WR)
• Open ann chair (72.224 WR)
POWDER ROOM
• Staffordshire ponery lamps (72.241.1.2 WR)
• Old Paris sucriers (72.234.1,2 WR)
HALLWAY
• Regency marble top cabinet (72.249 WR)
• Flight, Barr & Barr porcelain
BEDROOM
• Queen Anne slant-top desk (72.286 WR)
• William and Mary chest of drawers (72.280 WR)
• Queen Anne chest of drawers (72.269 WR)
• Four Regency painted ann chairs (72.60.3-6 WR)
• Queen Anne open ann chair (72.284 WR)
• Louis XV daybed (72.265 WR)
• Victorian coal scunle (72.272 WR)
• Pair of Chinese planters (72.275.1.2 WR)
• Table mirror (72.170 WR)
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•
•
•
•
•

Tea table (72.259 WR)
Pair of Sheraton writing desks (72.262.1.2 WR)
Pair of Ming dynasty lamps (72.263.1,2 WR)
Wedding chest (72.266 WR)
Regency papier mache box (72.287 WR)

GENERAL'S STUDY
• Pair of pistols (72.112.1,2 WR)
• Sheraton sofa table (72.110 WR)
• Pedestal desk (72.127 WR)
• Interlaced splat open ann chair (72.13 I WR)
• Papier mache serving tray (72.113 WR)
• Tole coal skuttle (72.117 WR)
• Tub chair (72.126 WR)
• Collector's cabinet (72.95 WR)
• Cellarette (72.134 WR)
• Coaching table (72.139 WR)
• Cutlery tray (72.132 WR)
• Pair famille verte lamps (72.111.1,2 WR)
• Brass desk lamp (72.130 WR)
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GUIDELINES
RECEPTION DESK
410 CHARTRES ST.
The Role of the Receptionist:
The receptionist of the Williams Research Center is critical to the operation and public
relations efforts of the Historic New Orleans Collection. That staff member is a research
patron's or exhibit viewer's initial point of contact. The receptionist is also the last staff
person to see a visitor or researcher when they leave. Every effort shall be made for the
visitor to feel that they are welcome and at ease.
The reception desk is to be staffed Tuesday-Saturday from 8:45 to 4:45. The person on duty
is to 1) permit entry of patrons to the research center, 2) give initial instructions for use of
facility (i.e. sign visitor's register, instruct as to storage of personal belongings in lockers.
give directions to reading room or contact staff member with whom the patron has an
appointment). The person on duty is to insure that all service technicians sign in and out on
the service register. and leave a copy of the service call receipt. The person on duty is to
receive deliveries to 410 Chartres St. As time permits. the person on duty may be given
projects appropriate to the reception desk that support the Research Center and its staff. The
reception desk is to always be staffed. If there is a meeting or party, then, if possible,
provisions should be made for the receptionist to be relieved for them to attend.

ENTRY TO RESEARCH CENTER FOR VISITORS:
1.

ENTRY:
Upon hearing the buzzer announcing a visitor. the receptionist should press the
button permitting entry through the door. The intercom can be used to give
additional instructions as to how to enter the building. If an individual is suspicious
looking, the receptionist should use better judgment. Appropriate action would
include. inquiring as to the purpose of the individual" s visit; asking another staff
member to come to the area (prior to permitting entrance) and. if warranted. denying
entrance. When questioning whether a person should not be admitted, John Magill or
Alfred Lemmon should be asked to come to the reception desk immediately. If they
are unavailable. the most readily available staff member should be asked.

2.

OPERATION OF ENTRY BUZZER:
Upon hearing the buzzer. simply push the entry button. If a person appears to
have difficulty opening the door. use the speaker say "Please turn the knob to the
right and push."

3.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR VISITORS:
All visitors must sign the guest register.
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Researchers: They are to be instructed to leave their personal belongings in the
lockers provided and only that material absolutely necessary for their research
should be taken into the reading room. While it is the ideal that everyone take
only material absolutely necessaary for research into the reading room. it is good
to bear in mind that some individuals may be of a generation where they do not
feel comfortable leaving materials in a locker. or may feel uncomfortable leaving
a purse or brief case due to a medical condition that requires that a medication be
carried with them at all times. Please respond accordingly to these special
circumstances.
Exhibition Visitors: Visitors only wishing to see exhibitions should also sign the
register. They should be advised that this is a research center. and tnat the reading
room is reserved for researchers. Should. after visiting the exhibition. they care to
use the reading room, they should return to the receptionist for instructions
concerning a locker for personal belongings.
Non-researcher visitors to reading room: If a visitor cares to visit the reading
room, politely explain that a quiet atmosphere is to be maintained and that upon
entering the reading room. they should inform a staff member at the reference
desk that they are simply there to see the reading room. If possible notify a
member of the reading room staff that a visitor is coming up simply to see the
room. Use better judgment concerning having them use a locker for a simple visit.
Should they decide to stay and do research. the reference staff will ask that they
check their belongings. Please be aware that occasionally objects displayed in the
Reading Room conference/display room receive, on occasion, publicity in the media.
If individuals inquire as to the purpose of the sign in
Sign-in Register:
register, it should be stated that it is a safety precaution so that if the building should
have to be evacuated that we can prepare a full accounting of all people in the
building. The receptionist desk. in the event of an emergency, is responsible for
checking visitors off the sign in list. It is not used to generate a mailing list. If
a person would like to be on the mailing list, appropriate forms are available.
EARLY ARRIVALS:
Should a researcher arrive before the Reading Room
opens at lOAM. Inform them that they are free to look at the exhibition or simply sit
and wait. It is imperative that the doorto the staff area be closed if this should
happen. Try to be especially conscious of individuals who may be waiting outside
for entry particularly if the weather is inclimate.
3.

TELEPHONE RESEARCH REQUESTS The reading room staff frequently
becomes overburdened with telephone research requests. Therefore. specially
designed research forms are to be completed by the receptionists. In asking
researchers about the nature of their request. emphasize that this is a means of our
staff providing faster service. Please be sure to verify the spelling. the address.
telephone. and fax number of researchers. Politely explain that the more information
they can provide will enable their request being handled faster. If it is a commerical
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or educational institution. ask them if possible to send a fax detailing their request.
Please explain that this is part of an effort for us to provide faster service. Once the
telephone research request is complete, at the earliest possible convenience for both
receptionists and reading room staff, please forward the request to the appropriate
staff person.
4.

PUBLIC TELEPHONE
Williams Research Center patrons may use the public phone for short local
outgoing calls located in the hallway leading to the first floor staff area.

5.

RESTROOMS
The Williams Research Center restrooms are available only to reading room patrons
and visitors.

6.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS:
All service technicians must sign in and out. and leave a copy of their service call
receipt. !fthey are hesitant to do so. they should be reminded that that is the only
way we have to evaluate the continuance of maintenance contracts. and to
monitor billing. In other words, should we receive a bill. and not have a service
receipt, nor have a record of the technician being here. it could result in their not
being paid.

7.

DELIVERIES.
All orders are placed with a notice that deliveries on Monday are not permitted.
Upon receipt of materials. the maintenance person assigned to 410 Chartres St.
should immediately be called to remove the delivery from the public area to the
staff area. The staff member receiving the material is addressed should also be
notified immediately.

8.

EMERGENCIES.
Evacuation of building and accidents. In the event of an emergency
necessitating the evacuation of the building, the person on duty should assist in
verifing that all people on both visitor and service sign in registers, are evacuated.
Should an accident occur in the public areas. John Magill or Alfred Lemmon should
be called immediately, as well as a member of Administration (Kathy Slimp. Mimi
Calhoun, or Jon Kukla depending upon the gravity of the accident). Should medical
assistance be needed 911 should be called. It is important to remem ber that the 91 J
operator will want to know the address and the nearest cross streets (Conti and St.
Louis). They will actually be dispatching assistance while speaking to you. Caution
should be observed in what is said to the individual involved in an accident. Nothing
should be said that would imply fault on the part of the Collecton (i.e. "I'm sorry"
rather "Let me help you get assistance."
Crisis. Should their be a "trouble maker" in the public area. the receptionist should
call John Magill. Alfred Lemmon. or whoever is readily available and state that
"There is problem with a framed item."
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9.

CUSTODIAL MATIERS.
Any time the public area becomes suddenly dirty. the maintenance person
assigned to 410 Chartres St. should be immediately summoned. Please be
especially mindful of the entrance becoming slippery, and call maintenance
immediately.

10.

OPERATION OF TELEPHONE SYSTEM:
The phone should be answered "Williams Research Center." If they ask for a
person in particular. the following are the steps:
1.
Hit transfer bunon.
2.
Hit the bunon of the person they desire to speak to.
3.
Hit transfer bunon again to release the call.
(fthe person calling, does not know with whom they should speak. they should be
directed to the appropriate person via the above outlined call transfer steps.
All stafTmembers have call waiting and if they don't answer the calls are
automatically transferred to voice mail.

11.

E-MAIL:
When an e-mail message is received for all of the receptionists,
please post a note, so that the next individual coming on duty will be aware to
read it.

12.

CHARTRES ST. SUPPLIES:
Deliveries for coffee. and water. etc. are
accompanied by a receipt, which is actually the bill. Please make sure they are sent
to Alfred and in his absence directly to Kathy Slimp, with a xerox copy to Alfred.

13.

ADDITIONAL DUTIES:
The morning receptionist should tum on the lights for
the vitrines near the elevator before lOAM. At lOAM, the receptionist on duty
should make sure that the first floor door from the public area to the stafTarea is
closed. When the last visitor leaves in the afternoon. unless there is a night function.
the afternoon receptionist should tum ofTthe lights for the vitrines. In addition. at the
end of the day, the receptionist should check the lockers to insure that nothing has
been left behind by a researcher. Ifa suspicious item is found, notify John Magill or
Alfred Lemmon before handling.

Circulation date: April 17, 1997. Please discard any earlier versions.
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